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Introductionn and aims of this thesis

Introduction n
Monsieurr Alphonse Louis, aged 22, was a private in the 5th company, 2nd regiment of
artillery,, in the army of King Louis-Philippe of France. He was wounded in the trenches on
Decemberr 6,1832 acting as a gunner at the siege of Antwerp. He was hit by a seven pound
fragmentt of shrapnel from an exploding 12 inch shell, which burst a few feet above the
battery.. The shrapnel splinter struck the left side of his jaw and removed his left cheek, soft
palatee and virtually the whole of the lower jaw. Mr. Louis was evacuated immediately to
thee military field hospital at Hoboken although it was felt that death was imminent. Dr.
Forjet,, the Surgeon-Major to the Army of the North, performed initial hemostasis, and cleaned
andd dressed the wounds.
Althoughh his facial wounds had become infected, his condition improved gradually. Having
lostt virtually his entire lower jaw the patient had a grotesque appearance. Functionally he
foundd swallowing cumbersome, had a drooping tongue and dribbled saliva constantly. It
wass felt that an attempt should be made to construct a mask to give an improved cosmetic
resultt and hopefully to aid rehabilitation. Two months following his injuries his wounds
weree sufficiently healed to allow the plaster cast to be taken of his face. The plaster cast
formedd the basis for a mask that was constructed in silver, and weighed three pounds. It
wass then painted with oils and adorned with a moustache and whiskers to add realism.
Whenn in use, the inferior aspect of the mask was covered with a cravat while Mr. Louis'
ownn hair covered the posterior edge (Fig. 1).

Fig.. 1 Drawing ofthe mutilated face of Monsieur Alphonse Louis, his silver mask and Mr. Louis wearing
hiss mask (Plate IVfrom Sir George Ballingall's account of the "gunner with the Silver Mask", Edinburgh
Medicall and Surgical journal, 1842)
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Accordingg to Whymper's account: "The use of the mask is by no means painful or

inconvenientinconvenient considering the nature of the wound, it is, above all, of great assistanc

arrestingarresting in their passage, and retaining in the cavity of the artificial chin, the salivatory and
mucousmucous secretions; it facilitates the action of the tongue; it has restored a face dreadfully

mutilatedmutilated to a human form; it has singularly softened the rigour of the sufferer's fate, conduce
toto his comfort, and rendered his existence not only desirable, but comparatively happy. On
ourour last visit to Alphonse Louis, the day previous to his departure for Lille, he appeared in
highhigh spirits; he walked about with agility; took off and readjusted his mask with his left
hand;hand; spoke not only intelligibly but easily; he was high coloured and fatter, as he stated,
thanthan he had ever been prior to his misfortune. He played at cards, and seemed to be as
proudproud of showing the mechanisms of his artificial jaw, as he was of the crosses of the
LegionLegion of Honour and Leopold, that glittered on his bosom."

Thiss article written by Sir William Whymper, which appeared in the London Medical Gazette
inn 1833, is possibly the first ever account of a mandible reconstruction (1).

Mandibularr defects resulting from war and civil trauma were the main reasons for
reconstructionn of the mandible well into the twentieth century. Monsieur Alphonse Louis
withh his silver mask is an early example of this.
Nowadays,, in the adult population, mandibular reconstruction is more commonly performed
inn patients who have acquired defects after tumor surgery and to a lesser extent for defects
associatedd with trauma or after osteomyelitis with bone loss.
Inn all cases the main objectives of mandibular reconstruction are recovery of function and

cosmesis. .
Thee functional aspects of the mandibleare the most important, since the quality and duration
off life may depend upon it. The mandible shape, position and movements are important in
normall articulation and forthe production of fluent speech. It is also important for normal
chewing.. In addition, the mandible suspends the hyoid and tongue base, and thus has a
majorr influence on the pharyngeal phase of swallowing. The mandible is necessary to
maintainn the anteriorand superior position of the larynx and thus for preventing aspiration.
Thee mandible contours and makes up the structural support of the lower third of the face.
Thee chin, the lateral facial lines, the position of the lips and the appearance of a frown or a
smilee are all directly related to the shape and position of the mandible. The shape and
dynamicc appearance of the mouth is directly related to the size, position and shape of the
alveolarr process and teeth.
12 2
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Optimumm mandibular reconstruction requires restoring the mandibular bony continuity,
replacingg necessary associated soft tissue, immobilizing the grafted materials, preventing
infection,, optimizing the blood supply and encouraging proper wound healing while
minimizingg scar formation.

Overr the years many methods of reconstruction have been propounded. Very early on
reconstructionss were being carried out with autologous bone. Examples of this are the
operationss carried out by Barth in 1895 (3). Bardenheuer (1892) and Sykoff (1900) performed
aa mandibular reconstruction by repositioning a segment of bone sawn from the remaining
jaww (2,4): an operative technique rediscovered in the nineteen eighties (5).
Thee world wars of the twentieth century accelerated technical developments considerably
duee to the larger number of patients with mandibular defects. During the First World War
thee number of facial injuries assumed epidemic proportions. The soldiers in the trenches
weree largely protected by their helmets but their faces were left unprotected. The American
Expeditionaryy Forces alone had 8000 soldiers with facial injuries, 3000 of which proved
fatal.. Mandible reconstruction usinga solid block of tibia, tibial periosteal strips ("the French
technique")) and pedicled mandibular grafts were the most commonly used methods. Ivy
andd Eby reported a success percentage of 76% (6). A postoperative immobilization period
off the reconstructed jaw of 3 to 6 months was not unusual.
Whatt was new was the cooperation between medical specialists. Together maxillofacial
andd reconstructive surgeons developed new techniques for mandible reconstruction that
concentratedd not only on bony reconstruction but also on that of soft tissuee (7,8).
Thee Second World War saw the introduction of penicillin and blood transfusions and the
generall use of continuous intravenous infusion for the treatment of shock. Just as in the First
Worldd War almost all reconstructions were secondary. As a rule these were done with a
solidd block graft from the iliac bone or rib (9). Slow revascularization, long-term
immobilizationn and the risk of infection all emphasized the need for alternatives. In 1944
Mowlemm introduced the cancellous bone chip graft (10).
Cancellouss bone chip grafts only or in combination with metal and later synthetic mesh
trayss and nonvascularized solid block ileum grafts, were the standard methods for
reconstructingg mandible defects up to the late nineteen seventies. This applied to both
posttraumaticandpostoncologicall resections.
Inn the early 1980s several types of pedicled osteomuscular flaps were developed for
mandibularr reconstruction.These include the sternomastoid with the attached clavicle (11)
thee pectoralis major with the sternum (12) or the underlying ribs (13,14,15). As long ago as
13 3
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1918,, Blair described several flaps incorporating rib and clavicle that could be used for
mandibularr reconstruction (16). Demergasso and later Panje and Cutting proposed the
trapeziuss pedicled flap with scapula (17,18). The reliability of these techniques varies.
Withh the introduction of microvascular free tissue transfer, several new possibilities for
mandibularr reconstruction were opened up. Rib bone, with its accompanying posterior
intercostall artery and vein, was the first vascularized free living bone graft to be described
(19).. Ostrup demonstrated that the survival of the free rib flap was independent of the
recipientt wound bed, thus allowing application in irradiated patients (20).
Thee need for larger bone transplants resulted in Taylor's description of the free iliac graft (21)
andd its clinical use (22,23). Alternative free vascularized bone transplants in clinical use for
mandibularr reconstruction include the dorsalis pedis flap incorporating the second metatarsal
(24,25),, the radial forearm flap incorporating the radius (26) and the osteocutaneous scapular
flapp (27).
Thee very first reported case in English literature of free vascularized fibular bone transfer in
humann beings was performed using a midfibular section for the repair of large tibial defects
(28).. According to Coskunfirat, Ueba and Fujikawa preformed a similar operation six months
earlier.. They carried out a reconstruction off the ulna using a vascularized fibula (29).
Gilbert'ss description of an easy method of raising this bone graft has greatly increased its
popularityy as a donor site (30). Providing a long length of rigid, strong cortical bone, the
fibulaa has become the most commonly used vascularized bone graft for reconstruction of
diaphyseall bone defects in the tibia, femur, humerus and radius.
Inn 1989 Hidalgo introduced the free fibular flap for the first time in mandible reconstruction
(31). .
Vascularizedd fibular bone grafts have advantages over other bone grafts in the restoration of
thee contour and function of defective mandibles. The fibular graft can be tailored to fit even
majorr mandibular defects. It has the longest segment of bone available, up to 25 cm, so a
subtotall mandibular reconstruction after bilateral subcondylar resection can be performed
inn a single procedure (32,33). A skin paddle can be included with the flap to provide either
mucosall lining or skin cover. The skin paddle derives its blood supply from the
septocutaneouss and musculocutaneous perforators originating on the peroneal vessels and
itt is highly reliable (34, 35). The fibular transplant is considered ideal for the insertion of
implantss to support dental suprastructures to obtain maximal oral rehabilitation (36). The
locationn of the donor site on the lower extremity allows for flap harvest simultaneously with
thee ablative surgery. Tourniquet control can be used when necessary.
Thee free fibular flap also has disadvantages. The diameter of the fibula compared with the
14 4
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heightt of the mandible is limited and the vertical distance between the reconstructed segment
andd the occlusal plane can be substantial. This is a particular problem in non-atrophic or
dentatee mandibles, especially when rehabilitation with dental implants is contemplated.
Too solve this problem, the "double barrel" technique is applied in which the vascularized
flapp is folded back on it self and subsequently placed in the defect (37). Although the fibula
lendss itself better for partition into segments for an anterior reconstruction than the scapula,
radiuss or even iliac crest, the number and size of the segments is limited. If multiple small
segmentss are created, vascularization is quickly reduced (38, 39).
Donorr site morbidity is not as limited as is generally thought. Pain, dysesthesia, ankle
instabilityy or stiffness, weakness of the great toe, edema of the foot and deterioration of gait
automatismm are often seen although symptoms are usually mild (40,41).
Neverthelesss for many surgeons the free fibular flap has become the flap of choice in most
instancess of mandibular replacement, particularly for reconstruction of anterior mandibular
defects. .

Aimss and outline of this thesis
Thee aims of a reconstruction of a mandibular defect are the recovery of function and
aesthetics.. If this is to be achieved using a free vascularized fibula osteocutaneous graft
thenn optimal modeling and adequate fixation of the fibular bone segments is necessary.
Inn order to be transformed into the parabolic contour of the central section of the mandible,
thee fibula has to be partitioned into segments by means of closed wedge osteotomies. Up to
noww this process of transforming the fibula by sawing the bone into lengths and angles has
mostlyy been done by rule of thumb and generally involved using a reconstruction plate or
aluminumm templates.
Thee final results were strongly dependent on the spatial insight and dexterity of the surgeon.
Thee literature shows that restoration of the contour of the jaw is not a foregone conclusion
andd that secondary operations are often necessary to recreate an acceptable jaw contour
(42,43,44).. Over the years several articles concerning the best method of modeling the
contourr of the mandibular have been published (45,46,47,48,49). None of them have
leadd to a method, systemm or device that is universally applicable to recreate an adequate
contourr of the lower jaw. To answer the question how to restore the mandibular contour as
accuratee as possible, while maintaining a good vascular supply of the fibular segments, we
performedd a study described in Chapter 2. In this chapter we evaluate in how far it is
possiblee to reconstruct a mandibular contour with a minimum number of bone segments.

15 5
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Thee aims of this cadaver study were to simplify the procedure and to limit the number of
osteotomiess because of the negative effect of saw cuts on the circulation of the fibula
segments.. It is also stated that the central part (the symphysis) should have the most limited
degreee of retroproject ion possible in relation to the original contour and that the shortest
bonee segment should measure no less than 15 millimeters.
Chapterr 3 describes the modeling and osteotomy jig system that is based on data from the
cadaverr study. The modeling template transforms the curved contour of the mandible into
thee angular contour of the reconstruction. The information on lengths and angles stored in
thee modeling template is then transferred to the osteotomy jig. The fibula (which is still
attachedd to the leg by its pedicle) is fixed in the jig and then in a single stage procedure
osteotomiess are made and segments are fixed into their predetermined positions.
Unfortunatelyy there is little in the literature concerning the degree of congruity between the
originall mandibular contour and the reconstructed contour resulting from the use of the
'conventional'' technique.
Inn order to evaluate the results of jaw reconstructions carried out using the modeling and
osteotomyy jig system, an overlay method not previously applied to the mandible is introduced.
Thiss method is described in a cadaver study in Chapter 4. Before and after reconstruction,
CTT scans of the heads were carried out. Using software the images of the jaws were isolated
andd the pre- and post reconstruction 3-D CT views were matched. In this way it was possible
too directly compare the 3-D form of the mandible both before and after reconstruction.
Afterr modeling, the fibular bone segments have to be fixed to one another and to the
remainingg mandibular stumps. This can be done by means of a reconstruction plate or
miniplates.. It is preferable to keep the amount of osteosynthesis material used in this
proceduree to a minimum thus minimizing the risk of compromising the periosteal blood
circulationn of the fibula segments from the pressure of osteosynthesis material on the
periosteum.. Titanium miniplates are currently the 'gold standard' and are compatible with
thee modeling and osteotomy jig system.
However,, it is known that in almost all cases the interosseous wire technique will lead to
consolidationn of the fibula osteotomies. This gives the opportunity to explore other methods
off fixation that reduce the number of necessary surgical steps (the drilling of multiple holes,
bendingg of plates and placing of screws). Research into simplifying the method of fixation
wass carried out.
Inn Chapters the nickel titanium Memory staple is evaluated as a possible alternative to
titaniumm miniplates. In an in vitro study using a beech dowel fibula model, the comparative
strengthss of nickel titanium Memory staples, titanium miniplates and interosseous wire
16 6
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(IOW)) fixationn were tested by exerting compression and torsional forces.
Inn Chapter 6 a prototype of a variant of the interosseous wire technique is described. The
wiree compression plate (WCP) system is made up of thick monofilament steel wire and
wiree compression plates. The wire is passed through the intramedullary space via drill
holess in the segments, which are to be joined together. Advancing wire compression plates
bilaterallyy over the wires, then tightening the wire, thus deforming the plates and clamping
themm to the wire, achieve fixation. The WCP technique exercises less pressure on the
periosteumm than the IOW and is easily applied when using the modeling and osteotomy jig
system.. Also this system of wire fixation should be able to withstand better compression
andd torsion stresses. An artificial fibula model was developed for these in vitro stress tests.
Thee new WCP technique is compared with two commonly used techniques: interosseous
wiree fixation and titanium miniplates.

Summaryy of the main questions of this thesis:
1.. Taking into account the preservation of vascularization of a free fibular transfer, is it
possiblee to achieve an adequate contour of the mandible after bilateral subcondylar
mandiblee resection using only five fibular bone segments?
2.. Is it possible to develop a system enabling the fibula to be secu rely osteotomized at one
sessionn with no need for further correct ion?
3.. Are there alternatives for fixation of the fibular bone segments with miniplates? Memory
stapless for example or another form of fixation, which can be used with this modeling
system? ?
4.. Do 3-D images from before and after reconstruction to a better way to evaluate the end
result:: the contour of the neomandible?

17 7
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Introduction n
Sincee its introduction by Hidalgo, the reconstruction of the mandible after partial or subtotal
resectionn by means of a free vascularized osteocutaneous fibula flap has become the most
popularr method of carrying out this procedure. The fibula has sufficient length and volume to
enablee the placement of implants. Due to the length of the vascular pedicle and its normally
favorablee position in relation to the neck vessels, revascularization generally does not present
anyy problem. Much has been published in support of the usefulness of this type of flap.
Thee contour of the lower edge of the mandible is parabolic in form. In order to recreate this
formm after resection, the fibula has to be partitioned into segments using a closed wedge
osteotomyy technique. The problems posed by the siting and angles of these osteotomies
havee produced many different answers over the years. The treatment of preference is to
limitt the number of osteotomies so that segmental periosteal circulation is not compromised
andd also to keep operating time to a minimum (1). The limited number of osteotomies creates
ann angular contour. The projection and width of the chin play a important part in the final
cosmeticc result. The aim of this study is to establish the degree to which over-or undercorrection
willl occur. In our study, a subtotal reconstruction including both the vertical parts of the
mandiblee (ramus to ramus) was taken as the norm (R (ramus)-B (body of corpus)-S (symphysis)B-RR according to the classification of segmental bony defects by Urken ett al. (2)).

Thee maximum number of bony segments was taken as five (this corresponds with the number
off segments in Urken's classification) and the number of osteotomies was four. The results
off this study were used to develop a modeling and osteotomy jig system. This enables the
fibulaa to be modeled in a one-stage procedure whilst the vascular pedicle is still attached to
thee leg. This limits ischemia time and gives the contour a more accurate shape.

Materialss and methods
Thee study was carried out using 30 preserved jaws, half of which were edentulous. The
jawss were supplied by the department of Anatomy and Embryology of the Academic Medical
Center,, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. No data were available concerning age or gender.
Firstt the jaw is placed on a cardboard. The cardboard is then folded in such a way that the
bodyy and symphysis of the jaw rest on its base and the posterior aspect of the ramus is
positionedd against the upright part (Fig. 1).
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Fig.. 1. The mandible with the projection of the contour traced
ontoo the folded cardboard. Point R* is marked on the upright
piecee of cardboard.

Thee contour of the jaw is copied onto tracing paper. The angle made by folding the cardboard,
anglee B (the mandibular angle), is recorded. The point at which the contour of the mandible
intersectss the fold line of the cardboard is known as point G*. This is a projection of the
gonion. .
AA line is drawn from the foramen mandibulare/lingula at a right angle to the upright piece
off cardboard. The point at which this line intersects the cardboard is called point R*. The
distancee between this intersection and point G* is called Lr. This distance generally
correspondss with half the length of the ramus. If less than half of the ramus remains then the
fixationn of the neomandible to the slump of the ramus will be very laborious. Hidalgo sees
thiss as an indication for total resection and the replacement of the condyles as a free transplant
(3,4).. The piece of cardboard with the jaw contour line is now flattened out and the contour
partitionedd into five sections (Fig. 2).
AA perpendicular line is drawn to the chin half way along the Lg line that connects both G*
points.. This is the center line of the circumference of the jaw. Point C lies at the point where
thee center line crosses the contour of the jaw. From point C a series of displacements d of
respectivelyy 10, 7.5,5.0,2.5,1.5 and 1.0 mm, is introduced along the center line towards
thee Lg line. Displacement lines Ld are drawn at right angles to the center line. The points at
whichh these lines intersect the jaw are known as S. The Ls line which connects the S points
off one displacement line is the width of the chin in this displacement. The Lb line through
thee body begins at point G* and runs in the direction of the chin. The point at which an Lb
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S.y y

Fig.. 2. The contour of the mandible partitioned into five straight
sectionss with the corresponding lengths projected onto it. See
textt for definition of symbols.

linee intersects a displacement line is point V. Due to the c u t t i n g off of the curvature in the
originall jaw o u t l i n e the lateral side of the b o d y w i l l b e c o m e n a r r o w e r (over distance Ub)
andd the chin w i d e r over distance Us (this is the distance between S and V of a displacement
line).. In order to f o l l o w the original c o n t o u r of the jaw as accurately as possible b o t h these
anomaliess must be m i n i m i z e d . This can be achieved by m a k i n g the size of the m a x i m u m
n a r r o w i n gg of the b o d y equal t o that of t h e m a x i m u m w i d e n i n g of t h e c h i n , U b = Us. This
sizee is dependent o n the displacement d in the chin area.
Llatt is the distance b e t w e e n the Lg lines and the tangent line at p o i n t C.

Usingg this m e t h o d , the c o n t o u r lines of 30 jaws were transferred o n t o tracing paper using a
cardboardd template. Points R* G * and C and the center lines were established. The lengths
off Lg, L r a n d Llat w e r e m e a s u r e d as w e l l as angle B. D i s p l a c e m e n t lines Ld 10, Ld 7.5, Ld
5.0,, Ld2.5, Ld 1.5 and L d l . 0 w e r e d r a w n so t h a t t h e Ls lengths c o u l d be m e a s u r e d by t h e
respectivee displacements. In each displacement an Lb line is d r a w n taking care that U b =
Us.. The ideal approach to the c o n t o u r of the jaw is w h e n the total displacement ( U b + Us
++ d) is kept to a m i n i m u m .
Soo the value of S U b . d + U w ) + d (d = 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10) is m i n i m i z e d .
Soo far, only the c o n t o u r of the jaw has been examined. However, w h e n d e t e r m i n i n g the
lengthh of the exterior of the bony part of the symphysis, its internal dimensions must also be
takenn i n t o account. They s h o u l d not be t o o small as this can c o m p r o m i s e c i r c u l a t i o n . A
m i n i m u mm length of 15 m m (5) is ideal.
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Thee internal length Lsi depends very much on the thickness of the fibula being used. The
calculationn is based on a fibula thickness of 14 mm. This differs from the dimensions used
inn other studies, but in our work with mandibular reconstructions and cadaver jaws, we
frequentlyy encountered values of 12 to 15 mm (6,7). In order to calculate the length of the
interiorr Lsi the following parameters must be known (Fig. 3).

DD -

Fig.. 3. Calculating the dimensions of the interior
engthh (Lsi) of the chin. See text for definition of
symbols. .

aa = The chin angle i.e., the angle formed by the Lb line and the Y-axis
BB = Total chin width (Ls + 2Us)
MM =The length of bone lost during preparation of osteotomies
DD = Fibula thickness
(Lg))
aa =arctan-

fLs

H-US S

Llall - d

Lsii = B - 2M

0)) =

))

MM = D tan o>

90
Lsii = (Ls + 2Us)-2 Dtan
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Thee same is true of the segments of bone destined to f o r m the ramus. Here also, the length
off the internal (Lri) must not be too short. A m i n i m u m b o n e l e n g t h o f 15 m m must also be
aimedd for, although in this part of the jaw it is possible to carry out a slighter larger resection
inn o r d e r to place a larger part of the fibula.
Thee angle that the ramus makes with the base (XY) is not included in this calculation. However
pointt R* is placed within the contour of the jaw. Therefore angle B is not correct and has to be
re-calculatedd (= y) in every displacement as does accompanying angle a (Fig. 4).

Fig.. 4. Calculating the angle (y) that the line segment
representingg the ramus, makes with the horizontal part of
thee cardboard. See text lor definition of symbols.
coss a

HH = J tan p

ann y =

HH
NN

JJ tan p
tanyy =

tann y = tan p cos a

yy = arctan (tan p cos a)
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Fig.. 5. Calculating the internal length of the ramus
(Lri).. See text for definition of symbols.

Inn orderto calculate the internal length Lri, the following parameters must be known (Fig. 5)

Lrr = the measured height of point R*
DD = the thickness of the fibula
TT = the amount of bone lost while preparing an osteotomy

(pp =y/2

Lrii = l_r-T

TT
tann 9 =
DD

TT = Dtan(p

Lrii = Lr- Dtanq>
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Results s
Thee average values o f t h e 30 measurements of Lg, Lr and Llat are r e p r o d u c e d in Table 1
Thee averages of U (U = U b = Us) in t h e various d i s p l a c e m e n t s are i n c l u d e d in this. It is
possiblee to calculate the total displacement values (TD) f r o m the latter values.

Tablee 1. The mean, min and max values of the measurements of Lg, Llat, Lr, p and Ud (d = 10.0, 7.5,
etc.)) The Total Displacement is calculated (TD = Ub + Us + d). See text for definition of symbols. All
measurementss are in millimeters.
Llat t

Lr r

mean n 97.8 8

74.2 2

27.5 5

min n

84.0 0

58.0 0

max x

112.0 0

88.0 0

Lg g

PP

U10.0 0

UU 7.5

UU 5.0

UU 2.5

UU 1.5

UU 1.0

58.0

4.1 1

4.5 5

5.1 1

5.8 8

6.3 3

6.6 6

20.5 5

47.0

2.0 0

2.5 5

2.5 5

3.3 3

4.5 5

5.0 0

36.0 0

69.0

6.0 0

6.0 0

7.0 0

8.0 0

8.0 0

8.5 5

18.2 2

16.5 5

15.2 2

14.1 1

14.1 1

14.2 2

TD D

Thee m i n i m a l T D is 14.1 in d i s p l a c e m e n t s of 1.5 a n d 2.5. These values deviate t h e least
f r o mm t h e actual jaw c o n t o u r . The average value of U = 2.5 is h o w e v e r smaller than that of
UU = 1.5. Based o n these g r o u n d s t h e f o r m e r is the value o f preference.
Thee measured actual dimensions of the externa! w i d t h of the chin (Ls) and the constructed
externall w i d t h s B (B = Ls + 2Us) are given in Table 2.

Tablee 2. The mean, min and max of the measured values of Ls: the distance between the points "S"
onn a displacement line B is the total width of the chin (B = Ls + 2 U).The internal width of the chin
Lsii is calculated based on a fibula thickness of 14 mm. The 95% confidence interval is placed in
parentheses.. The displacements of 10 and 5 mm are omitted. All measurements are in millimeters.

mean(95%CI))

Lss 5.0

Ls 2.5

Lss 1.5

Ls 1.0

B 5.0

B 2.5

B 1.5

B 1.0

29.8

23.4

20.44

17.7

40.1

40.1

33.0

30.9

(28.3-313)) (21.6-25.0) (18.3-22.4)) (15.6-19.8) (38.3-42.0) (32.8-36.8) (30.8-35.1) (28.9-33.5)
minn

25.0

18.5

15.55

13.0

35.0

29.5

27.0

25.0

maxx

35.0

29.5

27.55

26.0

47.0

44.0

40.5

40.0
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Thee calculated internal dimensions of the symphysis segment (Lsi) based o n a fibula thickness
off 14 m m are summarized in Table 3. This value is the most crucial of all the measurements.
Iff the internal dimensions are t o o small t h e n in all probability the circulation to this area of
b o n ee will be moderate to poor.

Tablee 3. The mean, min and max of the calculated values of Lsi (calculations are based on a fibula
thicknesss off 14 mm). The 95% confidence interval is placed in parentheses. The displacements of 10 and
55 mm are omitted. All measurements are in millimeters.
Lsii 5.0

Lsii 2.5

Lsii 1.5

Lsii 1.0

21.5(19.8-23.1) )

16.4(15.5-18.2) )

14.8(12.8-16.7) )

13.2(11.0-15.4} }

min n

17.1 1

11.9 9

9.9 9

8.1 1

max x

29.1 1

24.8 8

23.0 0

22.5 5

meann (95% CI)

Inn this case also, t h e average Lsi values in d i s p l a c e m e n t s of 1.5 a n d 2.5 respectively, are
a p p r o x i m a t e l yy 15 m m . The a c c o m p a n y i n g external measurements are 33.0 and 35.0 m m .
H o w e v e r ,, based o n t h e 95% c o n f i d e n c e interval values t h e r e is a p r e f e r e n c e for a
d i s p l a c e m e n tt of 2.5 m m .
Ass a displacement of 2.5 m m gives a g o o d reconstruction and a safe internal measurement,
t h ee rest o f t h e calculations of t h e internal l e n g t h o f t h e ramus Lri are based o n this
displacementt (Table4).

Tablee 4. The mean, min and max of the measured values of Lb and Lr for a displacement of 2.5 mm. The
internall width of the ramus segment (Lri) is calculated, using the calculated angles a and Y assuming the
widthh of the fibula is 14 mm.
Lrii 2.5

Lbb 2.5

Lr2.5 5

aa 2.5

y2.5 5

mean n

78.3 3

27.5 5

23.5

52.2

20.6 6

min n

61.6 6

20.5 5

18.1

44.0

13.2 2

max x

90.1 1

36.0 0

28.7

67.2

26.6 6
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Discussionn and Conclusion
Reconstructionn of the mandible using a free vascularized osteocutaneous fibula flap has
becomee routine procedure in many centers. However modeling the fibula intoaneomandible
remainss problematic There are many different aspects that must be taken into account: the
dimensionss of the defect, the point of attachment of the vascular pedicle, the number of
osteotomies,, position and angle of the osteotomies, fixation of the transplant etc. etc. All
thesee questions have been discussed in a number of publications that try to solve this 3-D
puzzlee (8, 9, 10, 11, 12).
Itt has been shown that the multiple osteotomies and therefore small bone segments such as
propagatedd by Hidalgo (13,14) carry a high risk of resulting necrosis of the bone (15,16,
17).. This occurs despite the profuse segmental circulation in the middle and distal fibula (5,
18,19).. Careful planning of the reconstruction is required beginning by establishing the
minimumm lengths of bone that can safely be used without the danger of devascularization.
Bahr'ss study has shown that these lengths should be at least 1 cm and preferably longer
thann 1.5 cm (5). This is particularly pertinent to the medial and posterior surface of the
fibula,, which is generally used to form the internal aspect of the neomandibïe. The majority
off segmental vessels are localized in the periostium here (18).
Thee reconstruction of the chin is particularly important from a cosmetic point of view. In an
anteriorr or complete reconstruction the smallest bone segment is positioned here. The
minimumm internal width of the symphysis segment and the thickness of the fibula dictate
thee width of the chin. When a minimal loss of projection of the chin is desired, the resulting
overprejectionn in the area of the canines must be accepted. An exlra osteotomy in the body
segmentt as propagated by Hildalgo, will result in an overcorrection in this area (3,13). If it
iss decided that the total number of osteotomies must be kept as low as possible (in a total
reconstruction)) then the other osteotomies will be positioned at the angle of the jaw. This
bringss the number of bone segments to 5 and the number of osteotomies to 4.
Thiss might appear to be an unfavorable starting point in relation to reconstructing the
parabolicc shape of the mandible In this study we have been able to showw that with only a
veryy limited loss of chin projection (2.5 mm) it is possible to achieve a reasonable chin
widthh (average of 35.0 mm). The loss of lateral projection is minimal (5.8 mm) but the
averagee internal width of the bone segment in the area of the symphysis is, at 16.4 mm,
largerr than the minimum desired length of 15 mm.
Deviationss in the contour of the neomandible only partially determine the final shape of
thee contour of the face. The thickness of the remaining soft tissue, the effects of radiotherapy
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andd the mass of the muscle that accompanies the fibula transplant all contribute towards
thee final result (20).
Inn this study the thickness of the fibula was set at 14 mm. This figure is based on our own
clinicall experience. In literature the mean fibular thickness varies from 10 to 17 mm (6,7).
Iff the thickness of the fibula is taken as 10 mm then this will result in a reduction in chin
widthh without compromising internal dimensions.
Thee majority of reconstructions are for partial defects. The tangent lines therefore have to
spann a smaller area, causing the divergence from the original contour of the jaw to be more
limited. .
Inn conclusion, we propose that in a subtotal procedure, an acceptable jaw reconstruction
cann be achieved with a limited number of osteotomies. The bone length of the symphysis
sectionn remains within safe limits. If the defect is of limited dimensions then the resulting
jaww contour is even more accurate.
AA modeling and osteotomy jig system was developed based on these data, in which a fibula
stilll attached to the leg by its vascular pedicle can be modeled in a single stage procedure.
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Discussionn by David A. Hidalgo,
Modelingg a Fibula Transplant in Mandibular Reconstructions: Evaluation of the Effects of a
Minimall Number of Osteotomies on the Contour of the Jaw.
Simonn D. Strackee, Frans H. M. Kroon, Joris E. N. Jaspers, and Kurt E. Bos.

Whereass there are very few reports on the topic of mandible reconstruction that carefully
scrutinizee functional outcomes, there are virtually none that analyze aesthetic issues. This
presentationn is significant in that it seeks to establish a scientific method that will contribute
too an accurate restoration of lower facial aesthetics, an endeavor that represents at least half
off the goal in mandible reconstruction.
Thee authors present a logical but complex method of defining the various architectural
elementss that constitute individual mandible shape. The bone is depicted as a series of
intersectingg lines that are drawn on one plane by unfolding the angle of the mandible so
thatt the ramus lies flat, parallel to the inferior border of the mandible. They describe the
relationshipp of these lines to one another and how mandible shape is affected by changing
thee angle and lengths of the lines. They derive from this a mathematical model that describes
inn precise terms the amount of shape distortion that results when attempting to minimize
thee total number of osteotomies to maximally preserve fibula blood supply.
Itt is a worthy exercise to carefully study the authors' analysis of the spatial relationships
betweenn the various components of the mandible, as well as their relations regarding shape
derivedd from mathematical analysis. The math itself may be beyond the interest (and
comprehension)) of most readers, but the conclusions support what becomes intuitively
obviouss when the results are translated into words.

Understandingg thecause-and-effect relationship between the number of graft osteotomies
andd their location is essential for accurately recreating mandibularcontour.
Onee of the goals of this study is to limit the number of osteotomies necessary, to preserve
bloodd supply. The authors state that small bone segments carry a high risk of necrosis and
stipulatee that segments should not be less than 15 mm in length. They also advocate that
osteotomyy design avoids the possibility of short internal dimensions of anterior segments
thatt could result from closed wedge osteotomies. Furthermore, they note that variability in
individuall fibula thickness may be a contributing factor in vascular compromise.
Personall experience in several hundred fibula free flap mandible reconstructions have not
supportedd some of these notions regarding possible jeopardy to flap blood supply. There
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hass not been a single patient in whom there was a segmental loss of bone. This included
manyy with very short segments in the region between the midbody and canine, as well as
piee shaped segments of 1 cm interposed at the angle to create a gentle curve in those
individualss requiring it. Perhaps very small segments rigidly fixed between longer wellvascularizedd adjacent segments routinely survive even if their own blood supply is tenuous.
Inn any event, recent 10-year follow-up of patients at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
showedd all segments of mandible grafts to be uniform in thickness and consistency regardless
off individual segment length. There were no instances of segmental bone necrosis.
Properr technique is critical for preserving the viability of small bone segments. Flap dissection
mustt preserve a cuff of periosteum circumferentially, and the periosteum should never be
dissectedd away at the osteotomy sites before using the saw.
Thee authors seek to avoid an osteotomy in the body segment to minimize the total number
off osteotomies required fora subtotal mandible reconstruction, itself a remote clinical entity.
Althoughh their model results in the fewest number of osteotomies that minimize shape
compromise,, they acknowledge that most clinical problems involve shorter defects. This
realityy obviates concern for restricting total osteotomy number in the majority of cases.
Inn addition to avoiding the creation of smaller segments, they advocate fewer osteotomies
too minimize operating time. The time devoted to shaping and fixing a mandible graft is
usuallyy not much more than 1 hour. This is one of the most critical parts of the procedure in
termss of the final aesthetic result, and it is time well spent. Elimination of one osteotomy for
aa minimal time-saving comes at the cost of precision in shaping, and is not a worthwhile
exchange.. Furthermore, a midbody osteotomy eliminates theirtheoretical concern forcreating
aa narrow internal dimension of anterior segments because it distributes segment angulation
overr more osteotomy sites. Additionally, the most accurate reproduction of the mandible
curvee (i.e. more osteotomies) ensures correct alignment between the maxillary and
mandibularr arch for those patients who qualify for osseointegrated implant placement,
Thee authors determine the length of the central segment of an anterior reconstruction on
thee basis of their model that avoids a midbody osteotomy. An alternate approach that has
provenn successful over many years is to start with a 2-cm anterior segment and attach the
bodyy segments at the appropriate angles on each of its ends. This length anterior segment
minimizess loss of projection and establishes adequate chin width in almost all patients.
Usingg a midbody osteotomy during this process both prevents the possibility of shape
distortionn that the authors are concerned about and results in a more true reproduction of
nativee mandible shape.
Shapingg of mandible grafts is an artistic process that will remain partially intuitive despite
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a t t e m p t ss to m o r e rigidly d e f i n e t h e process scientifically. Simple adjuncts such as t w o
dimensionall templates derived f r o m radiologic studies and measurements taken f r o m the
surgicall specimen generally p r o v i d e e n o u g h data to ensure shaping accuracy. I a m sure
thatt the authors agree that although their model offers additional guidelines forgraft shaping,
itt w o u l d not o v e r c o m e a lack o f i n t u i t i v e sculptural a p t i t u d e o n the part o f the s u r g e o n .
M o r e o v e r ,, this report does not engage t h e t o p i c o f precision in graft insetting, a process
fraughtt w i t h an equal o p p o r t u n i t y to cause shape distortion.
Thee authors are to be c o m m e n d e d for their unique insights and their focus o n the aesthetic
nuancess of mandible reconstruction in this report. This presentation is stimulating and, it is
h o p e d ,, will encourage others to m o r e fully appreciate this u n d e r e m p h a s i z e d b u t critical
aspectt of mandible reconstruction (1-3).
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Introduction n
Thee free osteocutaneous fibula flap has become indispensable in reconstructing defects of
thee mandible (1,2,3).
Ass wei I as restoring the continuity of the bone it is desirable to restore the contour of the
lowerr border of the jaw. In this respect anterior reconstructions are the biggest challenge.
Thee central part of the jaw is a point of attachment for the muscles of the floor of the mouth.
Ass well as being of functional importance the anterior contour of the jaw determines the
appearancee of the lower third of the face.
Thee contour of the lower border of the mandible is roughly parabolic in shape. In order to
restoree this shape after resection, the fibula flap is partitioned into segments by means of
closedd wedge osteotomies.
Thee location and the size of the angles between the segments and the length of the segments
iss a problem that has been addressed many times.
Asaa rule a template is made. The use of a template creates a number of problems. The
curvee of a template follows the line of the native mandible but must also be transformed
intoo the angular contour of the neomandible. The length of the fibula segments as well as
thee positions and angles of the osteotomies have to be determined. This involves making
estimationss and sometimes calculations. In a simple reconstruction involving two fibula
segmentss and an osteotomy, a small correction does not present any problem. In more
complexx reconstructions however, a correction to one osteotomy affects the position of all
thee other segments thus influencing the accuracy of the entire reconstruction.
If,, from an oncological point of view it is inadvisable to dissect out the mandible or if there
iss a serious distortion of the bony contour, then making a plate template can be problematic.
Underr those circumstances the contour is usually estimated. If there is no information on
thee native mandible contour, then secondary reconstruction also presents the same problem.
Wee feel that there is a need for a template system that directly transformes the parabolic
curvee of the mandible allowing to carry out peroperative checks. It should be possible to
comparee the modeling template with the resected mandible or with a 1:1 CTorMRI images
inn order to make adjustments. If the template cannot be set up this way due to oncological
considerationss or if secondary reconstruction makes its use impossible, then the template
shouldd also be able to fit into the defect in order to make the most accurate possible estimate
off the most desired shape of the neomandible. In an earlier publication, we demonstrated
thatt it is possible to achieve an adequate contour of the lower jaw in total reconstruction
usingg five bone segments or of the anterior jaw using three bone segments (4). We developed
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aa modeling template based on this simplification. The modeling template makes it possible
too register the complex 3-D curve of the contour of the jaw in a simple manner and to
convertt this information into lengths and angles. The information is then transferred from
onee template (modeling jig) to a second template (osteotomy jig). In this apparatus the
osteotomiess can be fashioned relatively quickly and with a high degree of accuracy. The
needd for any further correction to the angles of the osteotomy is minimized.

Materialss and methods
Thirtyy preserved lower jaws selected at random, were used to investigate at which degree of
retroprojectionofthee chin segment (loss of projection of the point of the chin) a reconstruction
off the mandibular contour can be obtained using a maximum of five bone segments (4).
Thee jaw was placed on cardboard (Fig. 1) that was folded in such a way that the symphysis
andd bilaterally the body of the jaw rested on its base and the posterior aspect of the ramus
wass positioned against the upright part. The contour of the jaw was then traced onto the
cardboardd and partitioned into 5 segments.

ySyS

Mandibular contour line

nn 11

vv

./

Fig.. 1. Reconstruction study. The contour of the
mandiblee partitioned into five straight sections with
thee corresponding lengths projected onto it. See
text for definition of symbols.

Thee length of Lr, Ls, Llat as well as the distance between the G* points was measured.
Fromm these data the angle a (i.e. the angle between Lb and Llat) and the length Lb
weree calculated.
Becausee of the cutting off of the curvature of the original jaw line, the lateral aspect is
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n a r r o w e dd (over a distance Ub) and t h e c h i n becomes w i d e r v v i t h Us. In o r d e r t o recreate
thee original c o n t o u r as accurately as possible, these t w o deviations must be m i n i m i z e d .
Thiss can be achieved by m a k i n g the m a x i m u m n a r r o w i n g o f t h e b o d y equal to the
m a x i m u mm w i d e n i n g o f the c h i n , U b = Us. This m a g n i t u d e d e p e n d s o n the displacement
( u n d e r p r o j e c t i o n )) D in t h e c h i n area. The values o f U b a n d Us are d e t e r m i n e d by an
underprojectionn D of 1.0,1.5,2.5, and 5.0 m m . Ideally t h e best possible c o n t o u r is achieved
iff the Total D i s p l a c e m e n t (TD = U b + Us + D) is m i n i m a l .
W h e nn d e t e r m i n i n g the length of the exterior of the b o n e segment for the symphysis, its
internall d i m e n s i o n s (Lsi) must also be taken into account. These must not be t o o small or
circulationn may b e c o m e c o m p r o m i s e d . A m i n i m u m length of 15 m m is ideal.
Forr every value of the displacement D of the symphyseal segment, the internal length (Lsi)
off this part is calculated. The calculation is based o n a fibula thickness o f 14 m m .
Inn this study w e s h o w e d that w i t h o n l y a l i m i t e d loss of c h i n p r o j e c t i o n (D = 2.5 mm) it is
possiblee to achieve a reasonable chin w i d t h (average Ls + 2 U - 34.8 m m (U = Us = Ub)).
Losss o f lateral p r o j e c t i o n is m i n i m a l (U =5.8 mm) and the internal length (Lsi) of the b o n e
segmentt in the symphysis region is at 16 m m w i t h i n established parameters (4).
Thee data f r o m the study d e t e r m i n e d the dimensions of the m o d e l i n g a n d osteotomy jigs.

AA m o d e l i n g a n d o s t e o t o m y j i g s y s t e m
Inn developing this reconstruction system we used a two-step procedure as our starting point.
Thee first step involves a conversion of the c o n t o u r of the mandible into a m a x i m u m of five
segments;; left ramus, left body, symphysis, right b o d y and right ramus (Fig. 1 >.
Thee structure of the m o d e l i n g jig is such that it can be put t o g e t h e r in parts d e p e n d i n g o n
thee number of mandibular segments that are to be replaced. The b o d y modeling jig sections
aree attached to the symphysis sections by means of an adjustable hinge; the ramus sections

Fig.. 2. The modeling jig
wass primarily developed
forr central reconstructions
butt can also be extended
byy one or two adjustable
ramuss section(s). In this
samplee a ramus section is
addedd on the left side.
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(iff used) are t h e n in t u r n attached to the b o d y sections (Fig. 2). The angle b e t w e e n the
h o r i z o n t a ll symphysis-body section and the vertical ramus sections in t h e frontal view is
fixedd at

, however the mandibular angle (the angle between ramus and b o d y sections in

aa sagittal view) is adjustable.
A l i g n m e n tt plates are attached to t h e ends of the b o d y and ramus sections. These plates
enablee a g o o d orientation of the m o d e l i n g jig to the remaining mandibular stumps. Before
c o n t i n u i t yy is d i s r u p t e d the r e m a i n i n g mandibular stumps are t e m p o r a r i l y fixated to each
otherr by means of an osteosynthesis plate.
Thee m o d e l i n g jig is then placed in the defect w i t h the alignment plates o n the b o d y and/or
ramuss sections against t h e buccal aspect o f the m a n d i b u l a r s t u m p s (Fig. 3).

Fig.. 3. The modeling jig is plated in the
mandibularr defect with the alignment plates
off the body sections against the buccal aspect
off the mandibular stumps (asterisk). The
lengthss of the body and ramus sections as well
ass the desired width of the symphysis section
cann now be determined. The center of the
symphysiss section of the modeling template
iss marked (arrow). This mark is aligned with
thee midline of the face.

T h ee lengths o f the b o d y a n d ramus sections as w e l l as t h e d e s i r e d w i d t h of t h e
symphysiss section can n o w be d e t e r m i n e d . The c e n t e r of t h e symphysis section of the
m o d e l i n gg jig is m a r k e d . This mark is aligned w i t h t h e m i d l i n e of the face. The location
andd angle o f t h e parasymphyseal o s t e o t o m y is t h e n d e t e r m i n e d by t h e l o c a t i o n of the
axiss t h r o u g h t h e fixation screw in the adjustable hinge. T i g h t e n i n g these screws causes
t h ee d i m e n s i o n s t o b e f i x e d in t h e m o d e l i n g j i g . T h e s y m p h y s i s s e c t i o n is so
p r o p o r t i o n e dd that the l e n g t h o f t h e symphysis b o n e segment (Lsi, see Fig. 1) can never
bee less than 15 m m .
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Whenn the contour of the defect has been converted in this manner, in order to check
itss accuracy, the modeling jig can be compared with the resected mandibular segment,
aa 1:1 CT or an MRI image, a contoured plate or an other form of template.
Thee second step consists of transferring the information from the modeling jig to the osteotomy
jig.. This is made up of hinged sections whose length can be adjusted.
Twoo adjustable saw guidance plates are situated on a common axis on either side of each
hingee between segments.. If the ramus is also to be reconstructed, the osteotomy jig can be
extendedd by a body/ramus section. The body and ramus sections are closed off with end
saww guidance plates.
Thee modeling jig is now placed in the osteotomy jig. The axes of the adjustable hinges fit
intoo the corresponding hinge axes in the osteotomy jig. The lengths of the sections in the

Fig.. 4. The modeling jig is placed in the
osteotomyy jig where small holes in the axes
off the adjustable hinges fit the corresponding
pinss on the hinge axes of the osteotomy jig
(seee Fig. 6). The osteotomy jig is folded around
thee modeling jig (frontal view, below). The
lengthss of the sections in the osteotomy jig
aree adjusted to correspond with those of the
modelingg jig by sliding the central part of the
jigg and the end saw guidance plates (double
arrows).. The angles in the modeling jig are
transferredd by positioning two saw guidance
plates,, which are situated on a common axis
onn either side of each hinge against each other
(singlearrows)) (rear view, above).

osteotomyy jig are adjusted to correspond with those of the modeling jig. The angles
inn the modeling jig are transferred by positioning the saw guidance plates against
eachh other, after the osteotomy jig has been folded around the modeling jig (Fig. 4).
Thee information about bone length and angles has now been stored in the osteotomy
jig.. The jig is then folded open and the fibula placed in it. The fibula is positioned with
itss anterolateral aspect against the fixation pylons and the vascular pedicle lying across
thee saw guidance plates (Fig. 5).
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Fig.. 5. The osteotomy jig is folded open and the fibula is placed in the jig (rear view). The fibula is
temporarilyy fixed by drilling K-wires through the fixation pylons into the fibula (asterisk). The orientation
off the fibula is such that the anterolateral aspect of the fibula is lying against the fixation pylons and the
vascularr pedicle (not shown) is lying across the saw guidance plates and the end saw guidance plates
(arrows).. Using an oscillating or reciprocating saw, the osteotomies are prepared while protecting the
vascularr pedicle.

Thee anterolateral aspect of the fibula will form the buccal aspect of the reconstructed
mandiblee and the vascular pedicle will be located on the inside of the neomandible. By
alteringg the position of the fibula in the osteotomy jig, considerations relating to the
positionn of the osteotomies in relation to the vascular pedicle, the septal vessels, skin
paddlee and the position of implants in future dental reconstruction can be addressed.

Rearr view
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Fig.. 6. The osteotomized fibula fixed in the
osteotomyy jig (rear view above, frontal view
below).. After removal of the wedge shaped
segments,, the osteotomy jig containing the
fibulaa can be folded into its original position.
Thee alignment pins on the hinge axes of the
osteotomyy jig are marked with arrows. The
neomandibularr segments can now be fixed
withh titanium plates, wires or Memory staples
(nott shown).

Developmentt of a modeling and osteotomy jig
Temporaryy fixation of the fibula in the osteotomyy jig is achieved by drilling '1.0 K-vvires
throughh the fixation pylons into the fibula. The K-vvire is held in position by a screw.
Thee periosteum is stripped from the fibula in the area between the saw guidance
plates.. The osteotomies are prepared using an oscillating or reciprocal saw while
protectingg the vascular pedicle. The osteotomy jig can be folded in such a way that
thee bone segments come into contact with one another (Fig. 6).
Thee bone segments are fixed into position with either 2.0 mm mini screws and plates,
cerclagee wire or with Memory staples (Fig. 7). The neomandible is thus formed. The temporary
K-wiress are removed and the vascular pedicle ligated (Fig. 8).
Thee neomandible can now be fixed into position in the jaw (Fig. 7, 9).
Inn practice, every effort is made to temporarily fixate the mandibular stumps to one
anotherr in order to maintain their orientation (5). As a rule it is possible to use a

Fig.. 8. In this intraoperative photograph the modelling
jigg a n d the n e o m a n d i b u l a are s h o w n . The vascular
pediclee is visible on the right ready for ligation (arrow),

Fig. 9. Craniocaudal v i e w of case s h o w n in f i g u r e
8. The n e o m a n d i b l e is fixed w i t h t i t a n i u m plates to
the remaining mandibular stumps. The jaw ends are
indicatedd w i t h arrows.
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reconstructionn plate for this purpose prior to resecting the tumor. If possible, the
reconstructionn plate is positioned in such a way that it does not hinder the positioning
off the modeling jig and/or the resection of the tumor. Either a locking bridge device
orr the splint and plate technique can also be used for fixation of the remaining mandible
(6,, 7). In dentulous patients an intermaxillary fixation is used. Alternatively a
maxillomandibularr plate fixation can be applied (5). In secondary reconstruction, the
correctt positioning of the remaining mandible is estimated and temporarily fixed with
aa reconstruction plate. A prototype of the modeling and osteotomy jig system was
developedd in collaboration with Spierings Medische Techniek BV at Nijmegen, The
Netherlandss and has been made in the workshops of the Department of Medical
Technologicall Development at The Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Discussion n
Thee free osteocutaneous fibula flap has become the workhorse of mandibular reconstruction.
Condyle-to-condylee reconstructions are possible, central reconstructions are the most
technicallyy complicated.
AA popular reconstruction method for mandibular defects is the use of a reconstruction plate
ass an orientation template and as a method of fixation for the fibular flap (8). There are a
numberr of drawbacks to this method. If a plate is used, theossal reconstruction is always
smallerr than the original contour of the mandible. After removal of the plate at a later stage
theree will always be some retroprojection particularly in the central section. Good boneon-bonee contact between the fibular segments is difficult to achieve using a plate template:
tighteningg the screws causes the segments to move outwards and therefore away from one
another.. This, combined with the possible stress shielding effect of a sturdy reconstruction
plate,, may increase the chance of a non-union.
Thee placement of implants for dental prostheses during or after surgery can be impeded by
osteosynthesiss material. For secondary placement of these implants it is usually necessary
too remove screws and plates (9,10).
Inn a number of situations it is not possible to contour the reconstruction plate on the mandible
sincee growth of tumor through the buccal cortex, serious deformation of the contour of the
mandiblee caused by bone tumors like ameloblastomas and in secondary reconstructions in
whichh a deformation, whether or not caused by loss of bone, has occurred. In these cases
differentt plate-shaping techniques have to be used and the degree of accuracy they achieve
isnotass high.
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Inn recent years the trend has beenn away from the use of relatively large volume plates
andd towards using only a minimal amount of osteosynthesis material of very small
dimensions.. Types of material used are titanium miniplates size 2.0 (1), standard
cerclagee steel wire and Memory staples {11,12).
Inn order to minimize the amount of osteosynthesis material used, there has to be a
highh degree of intersegmental stability, which is achieved by maximum coaptation
off the bone surfaces. The stability of the neomandible is also dependent on the number
off bone segments used in its construction. In order to be able to plan the osteotomies
ass accurately as possible, templates are often used. These can be created from
preoperativee radiological studies including: a 1:1 transverse plane CT, a lateral
cephalogramm (13,14), an orthopantomogram (16), a 3-D CTscan or a solid model derived
fromm 3-D CTdata {15,17,18). A template can also betaken directly from the jaw prior to
resectionn or from the resected specimen (19). If the mandible is not suitable for making
aa template in any of these ways then the contour of the maxilla may be used (5).
Inn all of these methods, the final conversion of the parabolic curve of the mandible
intoo a contour formed by straight segments positioned at a range of angles is only
achievedd when the osteotomies are carried out. These angles can be determined with
thee help of a nomogram (20) but are more often estimated by rule of thumb. When
usingg an osteocutaneous fibula flap the localization and length of the vascular pedicle
andd the localization of the septal perforators must also be taken into account. Direct
placementt of implants for any future dental reconstruction procedure complicates
thee situation even more.
Kanee and Olsen partially solved this problem by creating an Aquaplast template that is
madee peroperatively and can be placed into the defect created by the resection procedure
{21).. This template establishes the necessary bone lengths and at what angles the osteotomies
needd to be created. This information is transferred in the conventional manner.
Itt is also possible to make calculations from conventional radiological studies (22) although
itt is not possible to check the accu racy of these calculations during the reconstruction
procedure.. In view of all the variables that need to be taken into consideration it is
advantageouss that this procedure should be as straightforward as possible.
Ourr method, using the modeling and osteotomy jig system solves a lot of these problems.
Afterr temporary fixation of the mandible prior to resection of the tumor, the modeling jig is
placedd in the resulting mandibular defect. Using the Urken et al. classification, the number
off segments to be reconstructed is determined and then the modeling jig is assembled {23).
Takingg the midline into account, segment lengths are chosen and then fixed. The native
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formm is thus copied onto the jig and the process of converting it into a neomandible
cann begin. If necessary, the jig can be checked by comparing it with the resected
specimen,, a 1:1 transverse plane CT image and/or a lateral radiograph of the skull. The
dataa can then be transferred to the osteotomy jig. The fibula is positioned in the jig in
suchh a way as to ensure that the osteotomy sites are located in an optimal position in
relationn to the vascular pedicle, to the septocutaneous perforators and to any dental
implants.. Keeping dental implants in mind, the buccal aspect of the frontal segment
cann be tilted backwards by tilting the fibula in the saw template before fixing it with Kwiress (13).
Dependingg on the size of the fixation material, implants can generally be placed immediately.
Osteotomiess can be carried out using an oscillating or reciprocating saw. Following fixation
off the bone segments and ligation of the vascular pedicle, the neomandible can be attached
too the existing mandibular segments. Alterations to angles and bone length are not necessary.
Thee accuracy of the direction of the saw cuts ensu res optimal bone surface contact between
thee segments.This gives good interfragmentary bone surface support, which is advantageous
forr osteosynthesis stability.
Thee resulting shape of the neomandible has an angular aspect and the system does not take
thee limited lateral inclination of the ramus into account. Deviations in the contour of the
neomandiblee only partially determine the final shape of the contour of the face. The thickness
off the remaining soft tissue, the effects of radiotherapy and the mass of the muscle that
accompaniess the fibula transplant all contribute towards the final result {24)
Wee carried out 24 reconstructions using this system both in cadaver models and in clinical
practicee with good results. In all fourteen patients on whom this procedure was carried out,
thee modeling and osteotomy jig system functioned well. The osteotomies needed no
modificationn and the resulting contour fulfilled expectations. Ten cadaver reconstructions
weree carried out in an experimental setting whereby we looked particularly at the
reproducibilityy of the reconstruction. These data will be published at a later date.
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Introduction n
Mandibularr reconstruction using a free vascularized bone flap is no longer unusual. The
fibulaa has become the most frequently used donor bone for this type of reconstruction. Due to
itss segmental blood supply, the fibula lends itself to this procedure independently of the size
orr localization of the defect as it can be modeled by means of one or more closed wedge
osteotomies.. The number of osteotomies and the size of the segments are however subject to
limitations.. These limitations cause particular complications especially in the reconstruction
off the parabolic shaped central part of the mandible.
Overr the years several articles concerningthe best method of reconstructing the contour of
thee mandibular have been published {1, 2,3,4,5), Until recently, studies into the results of
thee restoration of the contour in mandibular reconstruction appeared only sporadically. As far
ass we know the studies of Schliephakeetal. (6,7) are the only ones in this field. However the
literaturee shows that restoration of the contour of the jaw is not a foregone conclusion and
thatt secondary operations are often necessary to recreate an acceptable jaw contou r {8,9).
Inn an earlier publication we showed that in total lower jaw reconstruction it is possible to
achievee a good reconstruction off the contour of the lower edge of the original mandible
usingg 5 bone segments or in the case of reconstruction of the anterior (central) part only 3
segmentss (10), We based the development of the modeling and osteotomy jig system on
thiss simplified procedure. The modeling jig enables the complex 3-D contour of the jaw to
bee registered in a simple fashion and then converted into lengths and angles. This information
iss then transferred to the osteotomy jig and the necessary fibular osteotomies can be made.

Thee aim of this cadaver study is to determine the quality of mandibular reconstructions that
aree carried out using the modeling and osteotomy jig system. To enable this, a standard
anteriorr mandibular defect was created in eight cadaver heads. In order to evaluate the
mandiblee reconstruction we introduced a new method. This involved carrying out multislice
CTT scans of the cadaver heads both before and after reconstruction. Using computer software
thee images thus obtained were matched and superimposed on one another to enable the
comparisonn of the 3-D shape of pre- and postreconstruction images of the jaw.

Materialss and methods
Thee reconstructions were carried out on eight random cadaver heads. The heads were
numberedd and scanned using a multislice CT scanner (MxSOOO Quad and CT-Twin, Philips,
Best,, The Netherlands). The scanned area covered the gleniod fossa to the hyoid bone.
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Thee approach was made using a midline lip splitting incision. Standard resection of the central
mandibularr section was carried out, in which on the left and right side body segments of
unequall length were removed. Prior to resection, the areas of the jaw, which were to remain
inn situ, were fixed using two Steinmann pins placed parallel to each other. The modeling jig
wass positioned in the defect in such a way that the midline mark corresponded with the
midlinee of the face. The setup of the modeling jig was checked with the resected section of
thee mandible. By placing the modeling jig into the osteotomy jig the settings were transferred.
AA preserved fibula was placed in the jig and two closed wedge osteotomies were created and
thee neomandible was sawn to length. No corrections of the saw cuts were carried out.
Thee fibula segments were fixed to the jaw stumps with 0.5 mm 0 stainless steel interosseous
wires.. After the reconstruction was completed the Steinmann pins were removed and the
skinn closed with interrupted sutures (Fig. 1 and 2).

Fig.. 1. Cadaver head before (left) and after (right) the lip splitting midline incision.

Fig.. 2. Cadaver head after mandibular reconstruction (left) and skin closure (right). In both images the
Steinmannn pins are visible on the left side of the head.
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Thee orientation of the cadaver head is different in both CT scans. This means that the scans
havee to be matched first to enable the comparison of the original to the reconstructed jaw on
CTT scan.
Thee matching procedure involves transforming the reconstructed jaw of the second CT scan
inn such away that the position and orientation correspond to those of the original jaw in the
firstt CT scan. Transformation entails translation (in three orthogonal directions) and rotation
(aroundd three orthogonal axes). When determining the degree of similarity between the jaws
onlyy that part of the original jaw that is visible on the postoperative scan is used. The jawsare
firstt registered "by hand" by marking the condyles and the point of the chin in both scans.
Determinationn of the exact translations and rotations then occurs automatically. Details of the
techniquess used to identify and register the jaw are available in the literature (11).

Thee reconstructions are presented in two different ways:
Ass a 3-D volume rendering with a three quarter view in which the original and the
reconstructedd jaws each have their own color.
Ass a 2-D axial slice in which the original contour of the jaw is projected over the cross
sectionn of the reconstructed jaw. The theoretical optima! contour is also drawn onto this
projection.. To do this we took into account a dorsal shift of the point of the chin of 2.5 mm
andd a minimum interna! width of the symphysis segment of 15 mm. In every theoretical
reconstructionn we took the thickness of the fibula used in the reconstruction into account.

Too determine the correct plane for the slice, the 3-D CT images were positioned in a sagittal
aspect.. The jaws were positioned in such a way that the most caudal areas of the mandibular
angless and the body were lying on a horizontal line. The plane in which the axial
reconstructionn was made is indicated by a horizontal line that runs through the most
anterocaudall point of the symphysis.

Results s
Thee results of the 3-D volume rendering of the eight reconstructed jaws as seen from a three
quarterr aspect (view) are represented (white). Next to this an axial slice from the same jaw
iss placed. In this slice the contour of the original mandible (blue) is projected over the
reconstructedd mandible. The level of the axial slice is marked by a horizontal line on a
purelyy sagittal projection of the jaw. This level is the same in the reconstructed jaw.
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Fig.. 3. Cadaver jaw 1. Left panel: Three quarter anterior projection of the original jaw (blue (upperleft)),, the reconstructed jaw (upper-right) and the original jaw, matched and superimposed jaw
followingg reconstruction (white (lower-left)). The level of the axial projection represented by a
horizontall line on the original jaw (lower-right). Right panel: Axial projection of the reconstructed
jaww onto which is projected the original jaw in blue and the theoretical reconstruction in red .

Fig.. 4. Cadaver jaw 2 (legend see Fig. 3).
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Fig.. 5. Cadaver jaw 3 (legend see Fig. 3).

Fig.. 6. Cadaver jaw 4 (legend see Fig. 3).

Fig.. 7. Cadaver jaw 5 (legend see Fig. 3).
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Fig.. 8. Cadaver jaw 6 ( l e g e n d see Fig. 3).

Fig.. 9. Cadaver jaw 7 ( l e g e n d see Fig. 3).

Fig.. 10. Cadaver jaw 8 ( l e g e n d see Fig. 3).
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Inn all jaws the displacement of the remaining parts of the jaw in relation to one another is
negligible.. This is visible on both the axial and the 3-D images.
Imagee artifacts caused by the presence of metal in the dentition caused severe interference
inn the 3-D rendering. For this form of presentation these areas were removed from the CT
datasett of jaws 3 and 4.
Thee axial slices show that two reconstructions (jaws 3 and 8) correspond almost completely
withh the theoretical contour and that four jaws (jaws 2,4, 6 and 7) show a deviation of 3
mmm or less of loss of projection in the symphyseal area. Of these, jaw number 2 also has a
losss of projection on the corpus area of around 3 mm making this reconstruction as a whole
tooo small. One jaw (jawl) has an overprojection of less than 3 mm on one side of the
symphysiss segment. The theoretical reconstruction shows however that on this side there is
aa bone segment with an internal measurement of less than the desired length of 15 mm.
Jaww number 5 has a loss of projection of 6 mm in the chin area and only a moderately good
attachmentt to the remaining mandibular stump. On the three quarter 3-D image the contour
off this new jaw falls completely within that of the original contour.
Inn 3-D view the remaining jaws show no gross overprojection or underprojection although
inn jaw 6 the reconstructed section is positioned too caudal.

Discussion n
Computedd Tomography is a technique that has been used for many years in reconstruction
off the mandible. However the way it is applied has changed over the years. Originally it
wass used to determine the extent to which the bone was affected by tumor growth or by
osteoradionecrosiss or by the loss of bone following trauma or resection.
Hidalgoo was one of the first to use an axial CT slice of the mandible for modeling a free
vascularizedd fibula flap (12).
Withh the introduction of the possibility to create 3-D images from CTdata and to segment
themm into individual anatomical structures, it became possible to make 3-D images and
evenn to make models of the mandible. On such a model it is possible to make an individually
dimensionedd titanium tray that during operation, could be filled with cancellous bone and
placedd in the defect (13). Creating a phantom model is also described (14). After sterilization
thee mode! can be used as a model for making fibula osteotomies.
Thee use of 3-D CT images to compare postoperative results of mandibular reconstruction
withh the original jaw is only anecdotal (15).
Too the best of our knowledge Schliephake et al. are the only ones who attempted to evaluate
mandibularr reconstruction using CT (5,6). In the group of patients they described there was
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greatt divergence in the sizes and locations of jaw defects to be reconstructed. Only
mandibularr images after reconstruction were used. These studies used various axial parallel
planess to quantify the extent of underprojection and overprejection relative to the midsagittal
plane.. Also, the contour of the neomandible was evaluated by comparing the operated side
too the non-operated side in respect of the maxilla. The authors made the assumption that all
mandiblee and maxilla are symmetrical.
Thesee methods however limit the measurement of the complex form of the pre- and
postoperativee mandible to a series of 2-D planes. The values obtained in this manner are of
limitedd use. A value giving the degree of over- or underprojection of the chin gives no
informationn about the symmetry of the total reconstruction. The problem therefore with
comparingg the form before and after reconstruction is that quantifying the defect gives little
usefull information about the degree of similarity.
Inn our opinion the ideal method of comparing the form before and after reconstruction is
thee simultaneous volume rendering of the forms superimposed on one another. To achieve
thiss it is necessary that the jaws are geometrically optimally matched to compensate for the
differencess in orientation of the jaws on the CT scans.

Iff details of the reconstruction are required, then the axial 2-D slice of the matched
postoperativee jaw with the contour of the original jaw projected onto it, is necessary.
Thee choice of the location and orientation of the 2-D plane strongly determines the form of
thee projected mandible in this plane. When this projection is chosen, the method by which
thee choice is determined should be clearly described.
Inn our opinion, this form of presentation is of little use in attributing any numerical value to
thee extent of the differences between the contours before and after resection.

Thee matching results from the cadaver reconstructions show that the position and the
orientationn of the condyles and the remainder of the jaw correspond well both before and
afterr reconstruction. The reconstructed section of the mandible does not cause the remaining
mandibularr parts to alter position. This is an indication of the accurate reproduction of the
dimensionss of the section of bone that has been removed.
Thee 2-D axial slices show that the contour of the mandibular segment reconstructed with
thee modeling and osteotomy jig system is often slightly smaller than the original contour.
Thee reason lies in the fact that when the modeling jig is being set, the maximum projection
off the point of the chin is not being chosen by the surgeon and the osteotomies are positioned
inn the area between the cuspid and the first premolar.
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Thee prototype of the modeling and osteotomy jig system is also responsible for this deviation.
Whenn deciding on dimensions for the jig system, an average fibular width of 14 mm and a
minimumm internal width of the central segment of 15 mm were chosen. This results in a
relativelyy wide central segment. In order to avoid a large overp rejection in the region between
thee cuspid and first premolar, the position of the point of the chin is moved more dorsally.
Thee theoretical contour achieved by using the modeling and osteotomy jig system shows
thatt this loss of chin projection can be avoided. However, in a very extensive jaw
reconstructionn this can mean a loss of projection of the corpus section. In the relatively
limitedd constructions in our cadaver models in which a part of the corpus section remains
intact,, this underprojectionwill remain limited.

Inn the 3-D images it appears that the point of the chin is sometimes positioned too low. By
placingg the neomandible in downward inclination mouth closure can be restricted by
impingementt of the coronoid process on to the maxillary tuberosity (16).
Thiss deviation occurs during operation when the positioning of the neomandible is orientated
too the local lower edge of the remaining section of the corpus. In some cases the lower edge
iss concave. When the mandible is sawn at a right angle at this point, then the central
sectionn of the neomandible will incline too far caudal ly. This can be avoided by projecting
aa tangential line along the entire length of the lower edge and to make the saw cut at a right
anglee to this line. This corresponds with the method that we used to determine the plane of
thee axial projections.

Wee firmly believe that 3-D images of the matched CT scans in combination with 2-D
imagess of axial slices containing the original contour of the jaw is the most adequate way to
determinee the quality of jaw reconstructions, and furthermore that attempts at quantification
off potential differences have no real contribution to a good understanding of this.
AA better result may possibly be obtained if the modeling and osteotomy jig system were to
bee adapted to use a narrower fibula width as its starting point.
Inn conclusion we would like to point out that Cordeiro's statement in his comment on the
articlee by Li et al. in Laryngoscope, 1996, that "Standard two-dimensional photographs of
thee face provide a much better evaluation of the aesthetic result than the three-dimensional
CTscan"" does not, in our opinion, do justice to the possibilities offered by modern imaging
analysiss techniques (16).
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Staples,, plates and wires: a comparative study

Introduction n
Afterr oncological resection of the mandible, reconstruction using a free vascularized bone
graftt has become the predominant treatment of choice. The free fibula graft is most commonly
usedd (1). In order to restore the contour of the mandible it is necessary to make one or more
osteotomiess in the bone graft, depending on the size of the defect. The use of a reconstruction
platee as a template alleviates the problem of positioning and fixation between the residual
bonee segments. These segments are fixed to the reconstruction plate with two screws (2).
Thee trend in free bone graft surgery is however to avoid large plates in favor of an optimal
minimumm of fixation material of a much smaller dimension, likeminiplates.
Inn recent years nickel titanium (NiTi) alloy staples suitable for use in mandibular fracture
osteosynthesiss have become available. The advantage these staples have over plates lies in
thee fact that they have only minimal effect on the periostial blood supply. Little dissection is
necessaryy to place drill holes and the area of contact between fixation material and periostium
iss minimal. A particular characteristic of the NiTi alloy is the shape memory effect, induced
byy temperature changes. The staples can be modeled in a cooled state and on warming up,
regainn their original form, exerting compression.
Too assess the usefulness of this mode of fixation, the Memory staple was compared with
twoo other fixation techniques currently in use; stainless steel interosseous wires and 2.0
titaniumm miniplates. Their relative strength on compression and under torsional stress was
measuredd usinga fibula model.

Method d
Mechanicall testing osteosynthesis techniques in mandibular reconstruction is possible using
inn vitro models or cadaveric specimens. To avoid the inherent interspecimen variation of
thesee studies, a model with an approximate geometry of a fibula was carved from a piece of
beechh dowel to imitate a mandibular reconstruction. This removes questions regarding the
ostheosynthesiss material model interface. Beech dowel was chosen because it is particularly
homogenouss and its elasticity modulus is comparable to that of bone (3). Two saw cuts at
ann angle of 50 were made and a wedge shaped piece of material removed. The cut surfaces
off the two halves were placed against each other. Fixation occurred in the anterolateral (=
futuree frontal) aspect and the dorsal (= future occlusal) aspects at an angle of just under 90
inn relation to each other. All the fixation materials were sited in an identical location.
Interosseouss stainless steel wire and Memory staples were introduced through identically
situatedd drill holes.
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Thee following materials were employed in the fixation methods:
** Amp Memory staples 12 mm wide with a leg length of13and16mm respectively (Amp,
Villeurbanne,, France). The 16 mm long staple was positioned on the anterolateral aspect
andd the 13 mm on the dorsal aspect. These lengths ensured that the points of the staples
weree buried just underneath the surface of the wood. Using a drill gauge, two holes of 2.2
mmm for each staple were drilled at a distance of 12 mm from each other. The staple was
positionedd after having been modeled in the cooled state

.

** Interosseous wires of stainless steel 0.5 mm in diameter were used. They were tightened
too a level where there was no discernible movement between the two parts.
** Synthes' (Mathys Medical Ltd., Bettlach, Switzerland) Craniofacial 4 hole titanium plates
0.99 mm thick and 25 mm long, fixed with four 2.0 self-tapping cortical screws of a minimum
lengthh of 8 mm (Fig. 1).

Fig.. 1. Three forms of fixation (interosseous
w i r e ,, S y n t h e s ' m i n i p l a t e s a n d A m p
M e m o r yy staples ), a p p l i e d to the fibula
m o d e l .. Note that all the fixation materials
weree sited at an identical location.

Measurementss were carried out at a temperature of

.

Twoo different types of measurement per fixation method were performed; each of which
wass repeated five times. During the compression tests forces were exerted on the experimental
modell using a compression/distraction bench micrometer (Tensometer type"W", Monsanto
Instrumentss Akron, OH, USA) with a displacement speed of 3.18 mm/min. Compression
onn the model resulted in distraction at the site of the fixation material (Fig. 2).
Thee measurements were registered by a line amplifier (Philips PR 9340 (Philips Electronics
N.V.,, Eindhoven, The Netherlands)) on an XY recorder (Philips PM 8134). All compression
measurementss were continued until the fixation material broke or extruded through the wood.
Forr torsion tests the model was so positioned in a jig that the axis of rotation ran through the
centerr of the contact area between the two halves of the dowel (Fig. 3).

Staples,, plates and wires: a comparative study

Fig.. 2. Schematic representation of the compression lest setup. A force is exerted (arrows) along the line
connectingg both ends of the model. This results in bending in the contact area and thus distraction on the
fixationn material.

Fig.. 3. Schematic representation of the torsion test setup. The model was so positioned in a jig that the axis
off rotation ran through the center of the contact area between the two halves of the dowel. The two halves
aree rotated inopposingdirections (arrows)

Thee test was carried out with continuous rotation of Ü.3 degrees per second in a torsion
benchh developed by the Department of Medical Technical Development at the Academic
Medicall Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Torsion measurement was carried out to a
maximumm of 85 (arbitrarily chosen).
Thee measurements were registered by a line amplifier (Philips PR 9340) on an XY recorder
(Philipss PM8134).

Forr mutual comparison of the curves the magnitude of the forces (F4 in Newton) at a
displacementt of 4 mm was used.
Forr the torque the value (T35 in Newton.meter) at 35 is taken.
Ass measures of rigidity (Re) or angular stiffness (As) the displacement (mm) or the rotation
(degrees)) and their driving agent in N or N.m were computed from the linear part of the
curvess produced. The manner of the failure of the fixation material in relation to the forces
exertedd was recorded. The data were analyzed using the statistical program InStat (Graphpad
Software,, San Diego CA) on a Macintosh Power PC 8500/120 (Apple Computer Inc.,
Cupertino,, CA, USA).
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Compressionn tests
inn all cases the fixation in the frontal aspect was the first to fail. The stainless steel wires underwent
aa short period of elastic deformation followed by gradual untwisting. This occurred in the nearly
horizontall part of the curve (Fig. 4).
Thee Memory staples deform first in the
bridgee area followed by bending of the legs
andd their sliding out of the drill holes. In

F, ,

\\
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twoo cases the staples fractured in the eyeshapedd bridge area. The plates showed

500 0

/''

deformationn of the first hole adjacent to
thee contact area, after which in three cases,

390 0

thee screws broke out of the wood and in
thee remaining cases the plate fractured.The
forcee (F4), that can be exerted on the
fixationn material at a displacement of 4 mm

Z70 0

togetherr with standard deviations are
reproducedd in Table 1.
Thee reliability of the measurementsof the
interosseouss wire, staples and plates is
shownn by the Student's t test (P<().0001).
Thee Tukey-Kramer multi comparison test
showss a difference between the F of all
aa

9

mm

threee osteo-synthesis methods. The biggest
differencess are between the interosseous
wiress and the plates (P<0.0001) and
betweenn the staples and the plates.
Wee could not demonstrate a difference

Fig.. 4. Compression test force-displacement curves.
Thee rigidity was d e d u c e d f r o m the slope of the linear
p o r t i o nn of the load deflection curve.
L e g e n d ::
miniplates,
M e m o r y staples,
i n t e r o s s e o u ss w i r e s . D i s p l a c e m e n t in m m ,
exertedd force in N e w t o n (N).

betweenn the rigidity (Re) of the interosseous
wiress and the staples at a 5% level of sign if icance.. However, there is clear difference
whenn comparing interosseous wires and

T a b l ee 1 . Results o f C o m p r e s s i o n testing. M e a n o l
thee v a l u e o f f o r c e (F,) in N a n d Rigidily (Re) in N/
meter.. Standard deviation in parentheses.
Fixationn Material

F,(sd) )

Rc(sd) )

Interosseouss wires
Memoryy staples
Miniplates s

176.4(13.9) )
238.4(10.0) )
490.2(49.4) )

8.3(2.4) )
6.9(0.8) )
21.4(3.3) )

stapless to the plates (P<0.001).
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T o r s i o nn T e s t s
Thee torsion tests s h o w a virtually identical pattern of fixation material d e f o r m a t i o n . Staple
fracturee and screw extrusion d i d not occur. The test results are s h o w n in Table 2.
Initiallyy the staples s h o w e d torsion between the legs f o l l o w e d by d e f o r m a t i o n of the eye
shapedd b r i d g e area. H e r e t h e c u r v e runs
parallell to the curve f o r m e d by the titanium
N.m m

platess (Fig. 5).
Thee interosseous wires untwisted gradually.
Thee interosseous w i r e d i d not break or cut
t h r o u g hh the surface of t h e w o o d . A h i g h
degreee of r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y was seen in t h e
torsionn tests o n all three modes of fixation.
Thiss is t r u e for b o t h values of t o r s i o n a l
strengthh at 35 of rotation (TJ5) and degree
off r i g i d i t y (Rt) (P<0.001).

:

Thee torsional strength and angular stiffness
off the interosseous wires differ clearly o n
theTukey-Kramerr multi comparisons test in
r e l a t i o nn t o b o t h s t a p l e s a n d

plates

(P<0.0001).. The value of torsional strength
o ff plates at 35 o f r o t a t i o n is at a p p r o x i matelyy twice as high as the torsional strength
off staples. The d i f f e r e n c e in the rigidity of
stapless and plates is m a r g i n a l . It is n o t e -

'as 'as
!00

20

30

40

boo 60 /o 80 degree'

w o r t h yy thai w h e n exertion of forces on the

Fig. 5. Torque-rotation curves. The angular stiffness
wass deduced from the slope of the linear portion of
thee load deflection curve.
miniplates, ,
r e t u r n e dd to almost exactly their original Legend: :
-Memoryy staples,
interosseouss wires. Displacement in mm,
p o s i t i o n .. It w o u l d appear that up to 85 of exertedd force in Newton (N).

staplee fixation was discontinued, the staples

rotation,, the extent of plastic d e f o r m a t i o n
i n c u r r e dd by M e m o r y staples is l i m i t e d ,
unlikee that of the titanium plates.

Table 2. Results ot'Torsion testing. Mean of the value
off torque (T r ) in N.m and angular stiffness (As) in
N.m/degree. Standard deviation in parentheses.
Fixationn Material

Tj-(sd) )

As(sd) )

Interosseouss wires
Memory'staples s
Miniplates s

1.7(0.2) )
3,2(0.3) )
7,8(0,9) )

0.1(0.1) )
0.2(0.0) )
0.2(0.5) )
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Discussion n
Currently,, the fibula is the most commonly used free flap bone graft in mandibular
reconstruction.. It is long enough for an extensive jaw reconstruction and can be divided
intoo relatively small segments of up to 2 cm without compromising vascularization (4).
Thee number of osteotomies and the length of the bone segments have a very definite effect
onn the degree of difficulty of the fixation method.
Thee larger the defect of the jaw, the more osteotomies are necessary and the more complex
thee procedu re becomes. Small changes in the length or angle of the bone segments have a
directt effect on the position and projection of the chin.
Fixationn techniques can be divided into rigid and non-rigid forms of fixation.
Rigidd fixation methods use screws, THORP 4.0, plates, vanous reconstruction plates and
screwss as well as miniplates.
AA reconstruction plate can be used as a final fixation and as a template fixed to the remaining
mandibularr abutments, within which the bone graft is given a contour and to which the
graftt can be fixed by one or more screws. The use of a reconstruction plate greatly simplifies
thee procedure. The disadvantage of this procedure however, is the relatively large size of
platee and screws. A high profile plate can distort the contour of the jaw. This is particularly
truee of central reconstructions. The fibula segments are sited within the plate, which has
alreadyy been shaped to the original contour of the jaw. This always results in an ossal
reconstructionn that is smaller than the original jaw. 'Stress shielding' by the rigid
reconstructionn plate can sometimes delay consolidation (5). The fixation material may hamper
thee placement of osseointegrating implants for a dental prosthesis. Secondary positioning
off implants often necessitates the removal of plate and screws (6, 7, 8). Miniplates may also
havee this disadvantage.
Sincee its introduction by Hidalgo in 1989, the use of the miniplate for mandibular
reconstructionn has proved to be a reliable method (9). These small plates are easily modeled
andd enable an accurate reconstruction of the contour of the jaw using small segments of
bone.. Two four-hole plates per osteotomy position are usually necessary also for fixation of
thee neomandibula to the remaining mandible. The use of small bone segments always carries
thee risk of devascularization and necrosis due to compression of the segmental periostial
vesselss (10,11).
Non-rigidd fixation utilizes interosseous wires, sometimes augmented by Kirschner wire
fixation.. When more than one osteotomy is necessary, modeling and fixation by wires can
bee a laborious and difficult procedure. The success of the wiring technique depends more
onn optimal contact between the bone segments than do the other procedures. However,
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studiess were not able to demonstrate any difference in the rate of bone healing between the
rigidd and non rigid fixation methods in mandibular reconstruction (12,13), in contrast with
interosseouss wire repairof fractures of the edentulous mandible. The reason for thisdifference
iss probably that a vascularized bone graft has a much richer blood supply than the fractured
atrophicc edentulous mandible (14).
Inn recent years an alternative fixation method has become available. This is the nickel
titaniumm Memory staple (BRI®, BIO Research Innovations, La Seyne, France and Amp*,
Amp,, France). When an object made of this nickel titanium alloy is cooled below a critical
temperaturee the metal matrix goes into the so-called martenistic phase. In this condition the
metall matrix can be manipulated by bending without being damaged. When the object is
warmedd up, the metal matrix regains its former configuration and the original shape is
restored.. For medical use the nickel titanium proportion is such thatthe critical temperature
iss below

, and the original crystal formation returns at body temperature.

BRPandd Amp® Memory staples are supplied with the points bent towards each other and
ann S-shapedoroval bridge. After cooling to below the critical temperature the legs are
straightenedd until they are parallel and the S shape or oval straightened out. If proper leg
lengthh is chosen in order to penetrate both cortices, bicortical pressure will be created on
reheating.. Comparison of nickel titanium alloys with other titanium or stainless steel alloys
inn medical usage shows them to have a low elasticity modulus, high tensile strength and a
highh fatigue strength (15). This results in continuous dynamic compression at the site of the
osteotomy.. The biocompatability of these nickel containing alloys is comparable with that
off titanium (16).
Too date in the field of maxillo facial surgery, Memory staples have been used only in the
treatmentt of fractures (17,18).
Inn view of the good reports of Memory staples in these and other bone fixation techniques,
wee considered their use as a potential method of fixation of fibular osteotomies in mandibular
reconstruction. .
Takingg the titanium miniplate method of fixation as one extreme and the cerclage method
off fixation as the other one, within whose parameters good bone healing is to be expected,
thee results given by the Memory staples fall somewhere in between.Their ability to withstand
torsionall stresses is particularly important in central reconstructions and is comparable to
thatt of the titanium miniplate. Memory staples have the additional advantage of exerting
dynamicc compression at the site of osteosynthesis. Should external forces cause the fixation
too become distorted, the use of the staple would cause it to return to its original position. In
thee same situation, interosseous wire fixation would untwist and loose its stability completely.
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Fig.. 6. Early postoperative panorex view o f a patient f o l l o w i n g segmental mandibular reconstruction w i t h
aa fibula free flap. The t w o fibular osteotomies w e r e fixed w i t h M e m o r y staples and Synthes 1.5 titanium
miniplates.. At that t i m e no custom m a d e staples w e r e available for use in the frontal plane.

M i n i p l a t e ss e x h i b i t plastic d e f o r m a t i o n and thus d o not regain their original shape. This
causess loss of bone contact resulting in reduced stability and slower consolidation.
Stapless have a n u m b e r of advantages over the titanium miniplates. Time is saved because
off the reduced number of necessary surgical steps (the drilling of multiple holes, b e n d i n g of
platess and placing o f screws all b e c o m e r e d u n d a n t ) . The p e r i o s t e u m is o n l y m i n i m a l l y
c o m p r o m i s e dd as the staples are small and have o n l y a l i m i t e d area of b o n e c o n t a c t .
Devascularisationn of the smaller bone segments is unlikely. The bulk of the fixation material
iss less t h u s r e d u c i n g t h e n e e d f o r its r e m o v a l in case o f d e n t a l

implants.

AA disadvantage of the staple is its height in the f r o n t a l plane. In fixations of an angle less
thann

, the staple clearly juts out. The degree to w h i c h it juts out is however, l i m i t e d . At

ann angle of 50 this c o r r e s p o n d s w i t h a p p r o x i m a t e l y 3 m m w h i c h is c o m p a r a b l e to t h e
h e i g h tt o f a r e c o n s t r u c t i o n plate and screws. This p r o b l e m can be o v e r c o m e by m a k i n g
stapless w i t h a p r e f o r m e d angle in the bridge area.
Inn setting up the trials, a model made f r o m material independent of the variations f o u n d in
cadaverr material was deliberately chosen. Cadaver material is not h o m o g e n o u s ..md dillers
w i d e l yy in quality. The g e o m e t r y of cadaver material also varies, m a k i n g identical and
comparablee positioning ot the osteosynthetic material impossible.
Itt is feasible to demonstrate the differences in the strength of the various types of osteosynthetic
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materiall very effectively on a beech dowel model. Its force displacement curves show that
itt is strong enough to resist the forces exercised upon it. It was only during miniplate
compressionn tests that the screws were occasionally pulled out of the wood. This was
accompaniedd by the extreme plastic deformation of the screw holes. This is never observed
inn vivo. The moment of failure (miniplate fracture, loosening of screws) is much further on
inn the process than the point at which plastic deformation begins (Fig. 4).
Noo attempt to obtain absolute values was made, as in practice they are almost impossible
too apply. The forces that act on a reconstructed mandible are highly variable and difficult to
quantify.. Our experimental model appeared to deliver values high enough to be relevant
withh a high degree of reproducibility.
Ourr results and recent clinical experience (Fig. 6) have shown that the Memory staple has
aa place as a suitable method of fixation in mandibular reconstruction using a free flap
vascularizedd fibula bone graft.
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Wiree compression /steel wire fixation system

Introduction n
Thesee days, mandibular reconstruction following oncological resection is most often carried
outt using a vascularized free fibula flap. In order to reconstruct the contour of the mandible
afterr resection, one or more osteotomies are necessary within the bone transplant depending
onn the size of the defect.
Inn reconstructinga new mandible out of fibula segments, there is a trend to avoid large
platess and instead obtain the necessary fixation by using a minimum of osteosynthetic
materiall of much smaller dimensions (1,2,3).
Ass the fibula is osteotomized in one or more places, the vascularization of the bone segments
iss completely dependent on the periosteal circulation (4).
Thee need to preserve the periosteal circulation as much as possible places high demands
onn the bone fixation technique.

Limitedd dissection prior to positioning the fixation material and a minimal contact surface
withh the periosteum are particularly important (4,5,6).
Thee fixation technique must enable the placing of materials with the fewest possible
maneuverss which should preferably be possible using one hand only.
Thee osteosynthesis material should protrude as little as possible above the surface of the
bonee and should not form an obstacle for any dental implants.
Theree are various fixation techniques available including: plate and screw fixations,
interosseouss wiring, staples, etc. None of these techniques fulfils all the preceding
requirements. .

Inn order to fulfill these requirements as efficiently as possible we developed a new bone
fixationn system. This fixation system is made up of thick monofilament steel wire and wire
compressionn plates. The wire is passed through the intramedullary space via drill holes in
thee segments that are to be joined together. Fixation is achieved by advancing wire
compressionn plates bilaterally over the wires, then tightening the wire, thus deforming the
platess and clamping them to the wi re.

Inn order to assess the practicability of this form of fixation, the wire compression/steel wire
fixationn (WCP), it was compared with two commonly used techniques: interosseous wire
fixationn and titanium plate osteosynthesis. The relative strengths of these methods in bending
andd torsion testing were measured using a fibula model made of Polyetheretherketon (PEEK).
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Methods s
Thee model was made of PEEK which was milled with a computer controlled lathe to the
shapee of a fibula. PEEK was chosen for its homogenicity and its mechanical characteristics
whichh are comparable to those of cortical bone (7).
Twoo mirror image variants of this model were made, which were then fixed together at an
anglee of

. They were fixed cranially and caudally on the anterolateral plane of the fibula

modell which corresponds with the future frontal plane of the neomandibula.
Alll osteosynthetic material was placed in comparable locations. The same locations for
drilll holes were used in both interosseous wiring and WCP fixation. The following materials
weree used as methods of fixation:
** The new wire compression plate/steel wire (WCP) fixation system (Fig.1). This system
consistss 0.7 mm thick soft 3/16 stainless steel wire onto which a wire compression plate
cann be slid and fixed at any point.
Fig.. 1. Wire compression plate/steel
w i r ee (WCP) o n the fibula m o d e l .
Situationn priortotightning the wires and
fixationn of the plates (arrows).

AA plate is slid onto one end of the steel wire and fixed (plate A) after which which the steel
wiree is fed through a drill hole in one bone segment and via the intramedullary space into
thee other bone segment. Next the wire is passed through the second intramedullary space
andd through a drill hole to the outside. Then the wire is tightened with a forceps to remove
ass much slack in the wire as possible. A second plate (B) is positioned onto the free end of
thee wire.
Thee wire compression plates are triangular stainless steel plates with a narrow (0.3 mm) and
shalloww (0.7 mm) saw cut in the surface. Centrally in the plate and halfway along the saw
cutt there is a hole whose diameter is the same as the thickness of the wire that is to be
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passedd through it. The three comers of the plate are bent so they can function as legs. The
wiree is drawn through the forceps which is supported by the plate. Finally it is pulled and
tightenedd and when the slack has disappeared, further pulling by the forceps causes the
platee to deform and clamp down on to the wire (Fig. 2).

Fig.. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the
clampingg mechanism. By tightening the steel
w i r ee (left) t h e w i r e c o m p r e s s i o n p l a t e
becomess deformed (right) thus fixing the wire.

''

/

Inn trial placements, this form of fixation has shown itself to be reliable. The average tensile
strengthh of a 0.7 mm monofilament in soft annealed stainless steel wire is around 270 IN;
thee wire compression plates can withstand forces of up to a maximum of 180 N.
** Interosseous wires of stainless steel with a thickness of 0.5 mm. The wires are pulled taut,
thenn twisted and tightened until there is no more discernable play in the wire between the
halvess of the model (Fig. 3).

Fig.. 3. Interosseous wire fixation (IOW)
o nn the fibula m o d e l .
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** Synthes Maxillofacial 4 hole titanium plates (TiP) (Mathys Medical Ltd., Bettlach,
Switzerland)) with a thickness of 0.9 mm and a length of 25 mm, fixed with four 2.0 selftappingg 8 mm screws (Fig. 4).

Fig.. 4. Titanium plates (TiP) on the
fibulaa model.

Inn each method of fixation two different types of measurement were carried out, each of
whichh was repeated 5 times. We measured bending and torsion stress. Bending stress
correspondss with the lateral stresses on a reconstructed lower jaw. The segments of bone
rotatee on an axis situated along the back of the contact surface of the bone segments. In the
model,, bending results in distraction at the site of the fixation material. All measurements of
bendingg were carried out up to 35 or to the point where the osteosynthesis material broke
orr extruded (Fig. 5).

Fig.. 5. The torsion bench setup for the bending stress test (left). The diagram on the right shows the
rotationn axis around which the fibula segments turn (arrows).
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Forr the torsion test the model is placed on the torsion bench in such a way that the rotation
axiss runs horizontally through the middle of the contact area. Torsion stress corresponds
withh a situation by which a reconstructed jaw is subject to unequal stresses so causing
twistingg between the left and right halves of the jaw (Fig. 6).

"£^ ^
Fig.. 6. Setup of the torsion stress test (left). The diagram o n the right shows the rotation axis a r o u n d w h i c h
thee fibula segments twist (arrows).

Bothh tests were carried out with a continuous rotation of 1 degree every 4 seconds in a
torsionn bench developed by the Department of Medical Technical Development at the
AMC,, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Torsion measurements were carried out to a maximum
35

(arbitrarily chosen).

Thee measurements were registered using a bridge amplifier on a Philips computer (Philips
Electronicss N.V., Eindhoven, The Netherlands) in an application written in LabView (National
Instruments,, Austin, TX, USA). The data were converted to Excel (Microsoft Corporation,
Redmond,, WA, USA) and analysed on a Macintosh PowerBook G4 (Apple Computer Inc.,
Cupertino,, CA, USA). The ways in which the osteosynthetic material failed in relation to
thee stresses employed were noted.

Results s
Duringg the bending tests in the lower fixation, the WCP B fixation plates (the plates that
weree fixed with the forceps) moved over the wire. In one case the plate became completely
loosened.. Plate A moved in only one of the tests. Also in the lower fixation four of the IOW
connectionss untwisted. In one case the wire also broke at the lower location.
Inn the titanium plate fixation, the screws became deformed and in one case the PEEK fibula
modell broke.
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Inn the torsion tests, the WCP B fixation plates at the lower location moved along the wire.
Platee A moved in only two of the tests.
Thee interosseous wiring (IOW) partially untwisted at both locations except in two cases in
whichh the upper fixation came completely loose.
Inn all the torsion tests and at all locations the titanium plate fixations showed deformation
off the plates and screws but remained intact.
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Fig.. 7a. Averaged curves of the Bending tests.
Legend:: Wire Compression Plates: red, Inter
Osseouss Wire: blue, Titanium Plate: green.
Standardd deviation curves are represented with
dottedd lines in the corresponding color
Rotationn in degrees, exerted moment in N.m.
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Fig.. 7b Averaged curves of the Torsion tests.
Legend:: Wire Compression Plates: red, Inter
Osseouss Wire: blue, Titanium Plate: green.
Standardd deviation curves are represented with
dottedd lines in the corresponding color
Rotationn in degrees, exerted moment in N.m.

Thee bending tests showed the IOW and WCP to be considerably less strong than the
titaniumm plate/screw combination. It is notable that in both methods, the maximum
strengthh was reached at around 15 and thereafter remained more or less constant
(Fig.. 7a). Observation during the experiment showed this to correspond with the instant
thatt the IOW fixation began to untwist and that the WCP fixation plates began to
movee along the wire.
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Thee strength of the IOW and the WCP fixations appears to be equal under bending
stress. .
Thee torsion experiment showed WCP to have least resistance to this form of stress. The
fixationn is considerably less strong even than the IOW technique (Fig. 7b). This difference
iss attributable to the fact that the steel wire runs close to the rotation point of the forces of
torsion.. In the IOW fixation, part of the wire runs 'outside'. This part of the wire cannot
movee towards the rotation axis and is thus responsible for the greater sturdiness of this type
off fixation than that of the WCP fixation in torsional stress.
Removingg the slack leads directly to movement of the WCP fixation. The same phenomenon
wass seen in the IOW technique. The TIP fixation remains stable despite the deformation of
thee plate and screws.

Discussion n
Currentlyy the fibula free flap transplant is the most common form of mandibular reconstruction.
Thee bone is long enough for an extensive jaw reconstruction and can be partitioned into relatively
smalll segments of 1.5-2 cm at the expence of diminishing of the vascularization (5,6).
Thee longer the length of jaw that must be replaced the more difficult the reconstruction
duee to the larger number of osteotomies. Small variations in the length of segments and/or
angless result in direct changes in the projection and position of the chin in particular. The
numberr of osteotomies and segment length greatly affect the degree of difficulty of the
osteotomy. .
Thee various osteosynthesis techniques can be categorized into forms of fixation of greater
orr lesser rigidity.
Methodss of rigid and semi rigid fixation include the regular 2.7 reconstruction plate or the
3.44 system, screws and miniplates (titanium, Vitallium or stainless steel).
Fixationn using screws only is seldomly possible in complex reconstructions (two or more
osteotomies).. It is sometimes indicated in fixation of the neomandible to the remaining
mandibularr stumps using lag screws (8).
AA reconstruction plate may be used as a template within which the bone transplant can be
fixedd with screws. The whole construction is then screwed to the mandibular stumps. Using
thiss type of reconstruction plate simplifies the procedure considerably. However, this method
hass a number of drawbacks, the main one being the large bulk formed by the plate and
screwss necessary to form the contourof the new mandible (9).
Whenn a reconstruction plate is used then the ossal reconstruction always has less projection
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thann the original contour of the mandible. Good bone-bone contact between the fibula
segmentss is also more difficult to obtain using this method; indeed tightening the fixation
screwss moves the bone segments outwards and thus away from one another. This, combined
withh the possibility of stress shielding of the sturdy reconstruction plates increases the chance
off non-union (10).
Thee placing of implants for later fixation of dental prostheses may also be impeded by the
osteosynthesiss material. Secondary placing of these implants often necessitates the removal
off plate and screws. Miniplates have the same disadvantage.
Afterr its introduction by Hidalgo in 1989 the use of titanium mini osteosynthesis material
hass proved itself to be a reliable method (1). The plates are easily modeled and enable an
accuratee reconstruction of the contour of the jaw using small bone segments. Generally
twoo plates per osteotomy position are necessary and two plates for fixation of the neomandible
too the jaw stumps. In small bone segments there is a risk of devascularization and necrosis
duee to damage to the blood vessels of the segmental periosteum caused by compression or
strippingg of the periosteum {5,6,11,12).
Lesss rigid methods of fixation include interosseous steel wire sometimes supplemented by
Kirschnerr wires. Iff more than one osteotomy is necessary, modeling and fixation becomes
harder.. More so than the other techniques, the IOW method is reliant on optimal bone
contactt between the segments. However, a number of authors found no difference in bone
healingg between rigid and less rigid methods of fixation in mandibular reconstructions (13).
Thee interosseous wire method is not without its difficulties: a great deal of experience is
necessaryy to assess the extent to which the wires should be tightened. The level between
maximumm fixation and breaking of the wire is difficult to judge. Because the interosseous
wiree has to be bent four times through two bone segments it is difficult to eliminate all slack
fromm the wire before twisting it. In practice, the strength of the IOW method is determined
byy the resistance against the untwisting of the wire fixation/connection rather than by the
strengthh of the wire itself.
Inn order to address these problems, we developed a new fixation method: the wire
compressionn plate and steel wire (WCP) method.
Thee expected advantages over conventional wire fixation are: less slack as the number of
bendss in the wire is halved and a strength that depends on the fixation forces of the plates
onn the steel wire and not on the resistance to the untwisting of the wires. Furthermore the
wiree compression plates have a limited area of contact with the bone/periosteum. In contrast,
conventionall interosseous wiring techniques compromise the periosteum between the drill
holess and the bone.
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Whenn setting up the tests we chose a model that is not dependent on the variations
thatt are encountered when using cadaver material. We did not strive to achieve
absolutee values as these are rarely applicable in practice. The forces exercised in/on a
reconstructedd mandible are extremely variable as well as difficult to quantify.

Thee experiment did not proceed as expected. Under bending stress, the strength of the new
wiree compression plate fixation was more or less equal to that of conventional interosseous
wiree but under torsion, considerably weaker.
Theree are a number of reasons for this. Analysis of the wire compression plates showed that
thee wire slipped. This phenomenon was particularly noticeable where the wire had been
tightenedd with the wire forceps. The force exerted by the forceps was apparently inadequate
too deform the plates (plates B) in order to clamp the wire adequately (Fig. 8).

Fig.. 8. Detailed photograph of the
f a i l e dd w i r e c o m p r e s s i o n plate
fixation.. The arrows shows where
thee deformation of the steel wire
occurred. .

Thee wire compression plate (plate A), which in the fibula model is positioned before
threadingg the wire through the holes in the segments, is fixed by tapping it with a
hammer. .
Thee resistance to the wire is almost completely concentrated on the upper side of the wire
compressionn plate and is apparently not sufficient to avoid slippage. Under torsional or
bendingg stress the hidden slack in the wire (which is caused when the wire is passed through
thee two holes in the fibula model and does not follow the angles tightly but makes a wider
bend)) causes the fixation to come loose.
Looseningg will further increase as tension causes deformation of the synthetic material of
thee model where the wire emerges from the drill holes. The plastic deformation of the wire
(lengthening)) under traction is of lesser importance. In these experiments, the tension
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Fig.. 9. Tensile strength plotted
againstt the lengthening in millimeterss and in percentage of the
Ü.77 mm steel wire used in the
experiments. .

inn the wire did not rise above 160 N at which point the wire is lengthened by about 3%
(Fig.. 9).
Slippagee of the wire compression plates, tightening of the hidden slack in the wire,
deformationn of the PEEK model and limited lengthening of the wire, all contributed
towardss a situation in which segments of the model that should have been fixed in
positionn became loosened. This caused the wire to move in the direction of the rotation
axiss of the model segments and the resistance to further torsion or compression to
reducee dramatically.
Thee main problem appears to be the clamping of the compression plates to the wire. There
aree a number of possible modifications to deal with this.
Drillingg the hole in the compression plate only after it has been bent into a rounded shape
andd equipping it with a screw thread (thus creating ridges) will result in better clamping of
thee wire.
Too achieve adequate deformation of the wire compression plate, the wire tightening forceps
couldd be equipped with a striking mechanism that gives an extra tap when the desired
pretensionn of the wire is achieved.

Conclusions s
Iff the assumption is made that miniplates (titanium orother) and interosseous wires represent
thee two extremes of fixation strength in which proper bone healing is to be expected, then
thee results of Wire Compression Plate fixation would come somewhere in the middle. Alas
thiss is not the case.
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Itt is to be expected that by modifying the plates and adapting the wire tightening
forcepss it should be possible to develop a fixation technique that can be used in
practice.. Further development is justified by the following advantages over existing
fixationn techniques.
Timee is saved as the number of actions involved is strongly reduced (the drilling of a
largee number of holes, bending of the plates and placing of the screws is no longer
necessary).. The periosteum is only minimalfy compromised as the plates are small
andd therefore only have minimal contact with the periosteum. The devascularization
off smaller bone segments is then less likely. The amount of osteosynthetic material is
limitedd which means its removal during the placement of dental implants is not always
necessary.. The fixation is not completely rigid and therefore completely dependent
onn a good congruent contact surface.
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Mandibularr reconstructions have been carried out since 1895 (1, 2). Initially free nonvascularizedd flaps, pedicled myocutaneous flaps and plates and screws were used (3). These
proceduress were always challenging and the results were strongly dependent on the skill of
thee surgeon. In the nineteen seventies the emphasis was on reconstruction following trauma
andd the sporadically occurring secondary reconstructions following oncological surgery. In
thee early eighties the introduction of free vascularized ossal and osteocutaneous transplants
enabledd the reconstruction of large jaw defects following oncological surgery. This form of
reconstructionn is much less dependent on a well-vascularized wound bed and much more
resistantt to the effects of radiotherapy. Since then the treatment of oral carcinoma has
movedd forward rapidly (4).

Initially,, the most frequently used donor bones for free vascularized flaps were the distal
radius,, the scapula and the iliac crest. Only later on was the fibula added to this list. The
scapulaa and iliac crest still have an important part to play in mandibular reconstruction.
Whenn reconstructing ramus and body defects the first choice of many surgeons is free
vascularizedd iliac crest bone (5). It provides a large volume of bone which, particularly in
thee dentulous jaw, gives sufficient height to replace the bone volume that has been lost.
Thee vascular pedicle is of adequate length and there is enough soft tissue available to
ensuree that vital structures in the neck area are well covered. Its disadvantage lies in the fact
thatt if skin is necessary for restoration of mucosal defects, it is sometimes necessary to take
tooo much bulk in the form of the oblique external muscle and subcutaneous fat. In addition,
theree have been many reports of donor site problems such as incisional hernia and pain,
andd for many surgeons this is reason enough to choose the fibula instead (6).

Accordingg to Coskunf irat, Ueba et al. were the first to use the fibula flap for reconstruction of
thee humerus (7). Shortly after them, Taylordescribed the use of a fibularflap for reconstruction
off the femur shaft (8, 9). In 1989 Hidalgo was the first to describe the use of the fibula in
mandibularr reconstruction (10). Within a very short time the fibula became the first choice for
mandibularr reconstruction, and anterior mandibular reconstruction in particular.
Inn spite of the fact that anterior reconstruction is known to be a technically difficult procedure,
feww articles have appeared on the modeling of a neomandible.

Chapterr 2 describes a method of modeling using a minimal number of fibula segments. The
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aimm is to limit the number of osteotomies, thereby retaining the periosteal circulation and
thee perforators, which run to the bone. An additional advantage of the simplification of the
proceduree is that less time is necessary to carry it out.
Followingg the system of Urken et al. (11) the entire lower jaw is partitioned into five segments.
Thiss simplification of the contour made it possible to develop a template based system for
thee accurate creation of closed wedge osteotomies in a fibula. The aim was to create tight
fittingg bone contact surfaces to obtain greater stability of the fixation of the bone segments.
Thee method described in this chapter is not particularly sophisticated. The contour of the
jaww is traced onto paper. This represents a projection of the 3-D shape of the jaw on a flat
surface.. The required contour is the anterocaudal rim, which does not always correspond
withh this projection. The importance of this contour is in itself a point of discussion; a
numberr of authors attach more importance to an optima! prosthetic starting situation in a
patientt with a dentulous jaw and place the fibula higher than the anterocaudal rim (12).

Ourr method is based on the equalisation of the magnitude of overprojection of the
symphyseall section and the underprojection in the body section. We favor a reconstruction
withh a relatively wide symphysis section. This corresponds well with the requirement laid
outt in this chapter, viz. the minimum internal width of the lingual aspect of this bone
segmentt should be 15 mm. This 15 mm requirement is based on the safe minimum width
forr the preservation of the blood supply. Although there have been only a few reports in
literaturee of avascularity of the bone segments, it would appear that on the basis of more
recentt data concerning the large influence that the number of osteotomies and the size of
thee bone segments has on the circulation in the bone, it would seem sensible to adhere to
thiss requirement, certainly when in combination with radiotherapy. The chosen fibula width
off 14 mm is somewhat generous and can have repercussions on the minimum usable
lengthh of the central bone segment (13). In practice, this can sometimes impose limitations.
Inn these cases a wider chin width or a more limited chin projection have to be accepted.

Thee divergence of the vertical ramus section laterally in relation to the body section cannot be
recreated,, but in practice this does not present problems. The contour of this region is strongly
dependentt on the soft tissues and the effects of the resection and radiotherapy treatment.

Thee modeling and osteotomy jig system described in Chapter 3 proved satisfactory in almost
alll cases. The system was developed with reconstructions of the anterior section of the jaw
inn mind but has proved to be universally applicable. It has the advantage that there is no
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needd to use templates that need to be molded along the contour of the jaw. Instead a direct
conversionn to the desired lengths and osteotomy angles can be made. This means that the
surgeonn is no longer dependent on preoperative radiographic studies of the margins of the ossal
resectionn and can anticipate by means of direct clinical vision, which enables changes to be
takenn into account, for example, recent tumor growth that wou Id necessitatea larger resection.
Thee modeling and osteotomy jig system can of course be assembled at the start of the
operationn depending on the number of bone segments that are expected, thus saving time.
Thee system is simple to set up. It is highly probable that using this system for modeling the
fibulaa will save time, however this has yet to be objectified. The biggest advantage of this
systemm is the precision with which it enables osteotomies and plate fixation to be carried
out.. The time gained is then a secondary advantage.
Thee osteotomy jig offers the possibility of taking the location of the fibula osteotomies into
accountt so that when using an osteocutaneous fibula flap the ossal perforators and the
septocutaneouss vessels can be spared. The placement of dental implants can also be taken
intoo consideration.
Byy turning the fibula along its axis in the saw jig, the angle of the chin segment can be
assessed.. When fixing the neomandible to the jaw stumps, the section of the fibula that
formss the chin segment should recede somewhat so that the lower edge of the fibula forms
thecontourofthejaw{14). .

AA system that is similar in some ways to the one described here, is the JTwo-stage system
withh drill /saw template' of Rohner et al. (15). Their system requires the prefabrication of a
dentall prosthesis, the construction of a patient specific drill/saw template, placing dental
implantss in the donor site and covering the donor fibula with a skin graft. During stage II
afterr 4-6 weeks, the drill/saw template is positioned on the fibula and the osteotomies
carriedd out. After fixation of the fibula segments the entire construction is placed in the
defect.. Ten mandibular reconstructions were carried out using this method. In two patients
aa fibula segment was lost. According to the authors this was'due to oversegmentation with
necrosiss of the distal segment'.

Thee system of Rohner et al. is completely patient specific, assumes the use of dental implants
andd is a two-stage procedure. Our system has none of these disadvantages. However it does
havee some drawbacks and there is room for improvements. The main problem is putting
togetherr the central part of the modelingand osteotomy jig system. This central part should be
adaptedd to use a narrower fibula and to be able to reconstruct a narrow symphyseal segment.
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Onee problem, which was not considered during development of the system, was the fact
thatt only the right-sided symphysis-body-ramus reconstruction can be made using the saw
jig.. This can be easily overcome by making a special end saw guidance plate that can be
slidd onto the symphysis pin on the left body section.

Whilee developing the system we chose 'half of the measured length of the ramus'as the
initiall value for the length of the ramus modeling and osteotomy system segments. The
mainn reason for this being that the system was primarily meant for reconstructions in the
symphysiss and body areas of the jaw. Also resections of these areas that as well include the
condyless occur infrequently.

Inn practice, the reconstruction of the mandible including the entire ramus, with or without
thee condyles, has shown the ramus modeling and osteotomy jig segments to be too short.
Thiss causes the contour of the neomandible to become deformed (16). The prototype used
inn the cadaver reconstructions and in 14 clinical reconstructions is too heavy and ungainly.
Duee to cost considerations the prototype was made from hard nickel plated brass and
stainlesss steel A newer version will be made from a combination of titanium for the body
segmentss and stainless steel for the saw guidance plates.
Thee K-wire pylonscan be made to move sideways so that the K-wi res can be placed in
areass where there are no vital structures.

Ass was mentioned earlier, the location of the saw cuts in the mandible does not present a
problem.. However, they must be made perpendicularly to an imaginary horizontal plane
runningg through the mandible in such a way that after fixation, the neomandible is not
orientatedd either upwards or downwards. This is achieved only by accurate orientation in
relationn to the remaining native jaw during the procedure.

Usingg the current apparatus, the direction of a saw cut in the axial plane of the mandible
mustt also be perpendicular to the tangent along the external aspect of the jaw. If this does
nott occur then bone-bone contact between the remaining mandible and the neomandible
willl be less than optimal. This can be seen in Chapter 4 in cadaver jaw number 5. In order
too be less dependent on a perpendicular saw cut in this direction, the alignment plates of
thee modeling template and therefore also the saw guidance plates of the saw template have
too be made adjustable in the next version of the system.
Thee results from a series of 14 patients who underwent reconstruction using the modeling
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andd osteotomy jig system were not included in this thesis. The group was an extremely
diversee one as the size and location of the jaw defect as well as the indications for
reconstructionn varied greatly. What can be ascertained however is that there was no loss of
fibulaa bone segments or loss of skin islands in osteocutaneous fibula flaps. One
osteocutaneouss fibula flap was lost due to a thrombus in the vascular pedicle and the
consequentt necrosis of the soft tissue covering a few days after operation.
Eightt weeks postoperatively there was complete consolidation of the osteotomies in the
fibulaa segments, even in the two cases where there was a late fracture of the osteosynthesis
materiall (2.0 and 1.5 mm osteosynthesis plates). Fibula osteotomies carried out using the
saww template were so accurate that no further correction was necessary.

Manyy authors maintain that in ossal reconstruction after a mandibular resection, a good
contourr restoration is a condition for the optimal rehabilitation of speech, swallowing and
orall continence as well as a good esthetic result (17). Unfortunately there is little literature
aboutt the evaluation of the actual shape of the contour. The few comparative studies that
havee been done use a lateral skull radiograph, an orthopantomogram (OPQoraTowne
projection.. In Chapter 4 we describe a new method whereby we match 3-D images from
bothh before and after reconstruction and then project them over each other. In this way,
differencess can be quickly seen and evaluated. We have not attempted to quantify the
differences.. If measurements were performed, then the relationship between these
measurementss and their clinical relevance are still unclear.
AA comparable problem presents itself in the objective and subjective evaluation of stigmata
inn cleft patients (18).
Itt remains unclear where measurements should betaken, i.e., it is unclear which of the
mandibularr segments is the most important in achieving the best esthetic results. Indeed
havingg complete knowledge in this matter then it would still not be clear whether they were
alll of equal importance. For this reason quantification was not carried out.
Thee axial planes of the images were examined to ascertain the position and degree of
maximumm deviation. In a few cases the differences that were found are less than 3 mm
(jawss 1,2,4,6, 7) but are not elaborated any further.
Itt appears clear that a more or less symmetrical result is of more importance than a particular
degreee of over- or underprojection. A good example of this is jaw numbers, which deviates
mostt from the original one. Measured in the axial plane this would produce the worst
result:: the distance between the reconstructed contour and the original or theoretical contour
iss in the central part of the symphysis region, at the cuspids and in the middle of the body
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sections,, larger than in the other examples. Even so from three quarter 3-D images it was
judgedd to be an adequate reconstruction.

Duringg the same year that Hidalgo introduced the fibula for mandible reconstruction he
alsoo published an article on bone fixation using miniplates (19). From that time onwards
theree has been a choice between a rigid form of fixation using a reconstruction plate, which
cann often also used as a template, or a less rigid form of fixation using miniplates. There
appearss to be a preference for limiting the amount of hardware used in mandible
reconstructionss (20). However, there are some reservations concerning the use of miniplates.
Theree is a risk that placing miniplates over the periosteum may interfere with segmental
circulationn of the fibula segments. A! so affixing two miniplates and eight screws per osteotomy
locationn is a time consuming process.

Inn Chapters 5 and 6, two previously untried methods for fixation of fibula segments in
mandiblee reconstruction are introduced. These new fixation methods are compared with
titaniumm miniplates and stainless steel interosseous wires. In each technique, consolidation
off the fibula osteotomies was obtained in more than 95% of the cases (19,21).

Thee methods of testing employed in these two chapters differ. This is because at the time of
thee development of the Wire Compression Plate the original test setup and the same beech
woodd material were no longer available. Also it was not possible to test the new fixation
techniquee on a beech dowel or comparable material without a medullary cavity. The six
Polyetheretherketonn (PEEK) fibula models used in Chapter 6 are more realistic. Their shape
iss derived from an existing piece of human fibula and was fabricated using a computer
controlledd test bench. The positioning of the fixation material corresponds with the clinical
situation.. Another difference is the positioning of the interosseous wires. In the first test
setupp the wires ran through the entire width of the beech wood fibula model. In the PEEK
model,, the interosseous wi res and the Wi re Compression Plate system only run through the
anteriorr cortex. This choice was made in order to be able to compare these two techniques
inn the latter test setup.
Thee change to a new test bench resulted in a different method of compression testing. In the
firstt series of tests the beech dowel model was subjected to compression loading. This caused
thee segments to rotate on an axis through the most posterior contact plane and resulted in
extrusionn of the osteotomy. In the later tests, a bending moment was exerted on a fibula model
inn which the rotation axis was placed in an identical location compared to the former method.
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Memoryy staples were chosen as an alternative for miniplates. This form of fixation has been
usedd for some time in facial trauma surgery (22,23,24). The advantage of Memory staples
iss that they are quick and simple to apply and after being heated produce good compression
betweenn adjacent bone segments. The staple material is more pliable than titanium plates
andd has the additional advantage of exerting dynamic compression at the site of
osteosynthesis.. Under deformation by compression or rotation the staple behaves reversibly,
i.e.,, after release it returns to its original form. Unlike the situation in which osseous wires
aree used, the staple continues to exercise compression on the contact surfaces.

Ourr first self-developed alternativedid not prove successful. The starting point was that the
strengthh of the interosseous wiring technique is determined by the ends of the wire untwisting.
Wee developed an alternative method of fixing the ends of the wire. This involves clamping
thee wire with a metal plate. These plates were triangular in form and rested on the bone
contactt surface with their corners bent downwards to form 'legs'. This solved one of the
disadvantagess of interosseous wires, n.i.z., the blockading of the periosteal circulation by
thee wire running over the surface of the periosteum.
Thee fixation of the plates to the wires proved problematic. The forceps designed to pull the
wiree and deform the plate did not work properly. Improvement of this technique will raise
thee resistance against the forces of torsion and bending. However the localization of the
wiree very close to the rotation axes through the contact surfaces of the fibula segments
makess this form of fixation extremely sensitive to slack in the wire.

Iff the shape of the Memory staples is adapted so that they do not protrude at the corners
whilee being positioned in the frontal part of the mandible reconstruction, then they are
indeedd an attractive alternative to miniplates.

Thee conclusions based on the studies described in this thesis can by summarized as follows:
1.. Bilaterally subcondylar extended defects of the lower jaw can adequately be reconstructed
byy employinga procedure involving five fibula bone segments and four osteotomy sites;
2.. A modeling and osteotomy jig system can be build enabling the fibula to be securely
osteotomized; ;
3.. Adequate fixation of the fibula bone segments can be achieved using Memory staples;
4.. Evaluation of the end result - the neomandible - is best carried out using matched 3-D CT
scanss from before and after reconstruction that, after proper alignment, are projected
ontoo one another.
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Summary

Summary y
Inn Chapter 1 the aims of this thesis are outlined and a brief historical overview of
mandibularr reconstruction is presented. The objective of reconstructing a mandibular
defectt are the recovery of function and aesthetics. If this is to be achieved using a free
vascularizedd osteocutaneous fibula graft, then partitioning the graft into segments is
necessary.. Optimal modeling and adequate fixation of the fibular bone segments is
requeredd to restore the contour of the mandible.

Mandibularr reconstruction using a solid block of tibia, tibial periosteal strips or
pedicledd mandibular grafts were the most commonly used methods in the early
twentiethh century. During World War Two, cancellous bone chip grafts in combination
withh metal or synthetic mesh trays were introduced. Up to the late 1970s the
nonvascularizedd solid block ileum graft was the standard method for reconstructing
mandiblee defects. In the 1980s several types of pedicled osteomuscular flaps were
developedd for mandibular reconstruction. In the same period microvascular free tissue
transferr was introduced. Initially, the most frequently used donor bones for free
vascularizedd flaps were the distal radius, the scapula and the iliac crest. In 1989 Hidalgo
wass the first to describe the use of the fibula in mandibular reconstruction. Within a
veryy short time the fibula became the first choice for mandibular reconstruction, and
anteriorr mandibular reconstruction in particular.

Inn orderto recreate the parabolic form of the mandible, the fibula has to be partitioned
intoo segments using a closed wedge osteotomy technique. The literature shows that
restorationn of the contour of the jaw is nota foregone conclusion and that secondary
operationss are often necessary to recreate an acceptable jaw contour. Over the years
severall articles concerning the best method of modeling the contour of the mandibular
havee been published. None of them have lead to a method, system or device that is
universallyy applicable to recreate an adequate contour of the lower jaw. To answer
thee question how to restore the mandibular contour as accurate as possible, while
maintainingg a good vascular supply of the fibular segments, we performed a study
describedd in Chapter 2. Preferably, the number of osteotomies is kept to a minimum
soo that segmental periostial circulation is not compromised and operating time is
minii mal ized. However, the limited number of osteotomies creates an angular contour.
Thee aim of the study is to establish the degree to which over or under correction will
occurr when a reconstruction from ramus to ramus was simulated using five bone
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segmentss and four osteotomies.
Thee study was carried out using 30 preserved jaws; the contour lines of the jaws were
transferredd onto tracing paper. The contour of the mandible was partitioned into five
sectionss (ramus, body, symphysis, body, and ramus).
Duee to the cutting off of the curvature in the original jaw outline the lateral side of the
bodyy w i l l become narrower and the chin broader. This also results in an
underprojectionn (displacement) of the chin. In order to follow the original contour of
thee jaw, as accurately as possible, all these anomalies must be minimized. The amount
off under and over projection is calculated for a displacement of 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5
andd 10 mm of the chin.
Thee most accurate reconstruction of the mandibular contour is achieved with a
displacementt of 1.5 or 2.5 mm. In order to preserve sufficient periostal circulation the
minimumm width of bone segments must be 15 mm or more. This concerns especially
thee symphysis section. Based on a fibula thickness of 14 mm the internal bone width
off the symphysis section is calculated. With a displacement of 1.5 mm the average
internall width of the bone segment is 14.8 with a range of 9.9 to 23.0 mm. Therefore a
displacementt of 2.5 mm with an internal bone width of 16.4 mm is preferred (range
11.9-24.88 mm). The loss of lateral projection is minimal (5.8 mm) and the resulting chin
widthh is acceptable (average of 35.0 mm).
Inn conclusion we propose that in a subtotal procedure, an acceptable jaw
reconstructionn can be achieved with a limited number of osteotomies while the bone
lengthh of the symphysis section remains within safe limits. If the defect is of limited
dimensionss then the resulting jaw contour is even more accurate.
Inn order to reconstruct the complex three dimensional curve of the mandible it is
necessaryy to carry out multiple osteotomies. Several solutions to the problems
concerningg the site and angle of these osteotomies have been proposed, however in
practicee this is usually done by rule of thumb.
Inn chapter 2 we showed that it is possible to adequately reconstruct the contour of the
jaww with a limited number of osteotomies. Using these data we have developed a
modelingg and an osteotomy jig system that is introduced in Chapter 3. The function
off the modeling jig is to convert the curved contour of the mandible into the angular
contourr of the reconstruction. The information concerning lengths and angles that is
storedd in the modeling jig is transferred to the osteotomy jig. The fibula (which is still
attachedd to the leg by its pedicle) is fixed in the jig and then in a single stage procedure
osteotomiess are made and segments are fixed into their predetermined positions. In
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thiss way optimal bone surface contact is achieved at the osteotomy sites. After the
bonee segments have been fixed the fibula is removed from the jig and the pedicle
ligated.. The neomandible can then be attached to the remaining mandible.
Littlee is known about the results of reconstruction of the contour of the mandible
afterr reconstructive surgery with a vascularized free flap fibula transplant. The aim of
thee cadaver study descibed in Chapter 4 is to assess the quality of mandibular
reconstructionss carried out using the modeling and osteotomy jig system.
AA standard anterior mandibular defect was created in eight cadaver heads. CT scans
off the cadaver heads were carried out both before and after reconstruction. Using
computerr software the images obtained were matched to enable the comparison of
thee 3-D shape both before and after reconstruction. Images of the jaw both pre-and
postt reconstruction were superimposed on one another and then printed in threequarterr projection. Using axial 2-D slices of matched CT images, we compared the
original,, the reconstruction and a third image comprising a theoretically optimal
contourr reconstruction. The jaw was placed in a standard position and the plane of
thee axial slice was determined by the lateral projection of the mandible. The plane
runss through the point of the chin at its most anterocaudal projection.
Goodd results were achieved in seven of the eight reconstructions. Compared to the
theoreticallyy optimal reconstruction, there was only a limited underprojection of the
symphysiss segment.
Wee concluded that 3-D images of the matched CT scans in combination with 2-D images
off axial slices incorporating the original contour of the jaw, is the best method to
assesss the quality of jaw reconstructions. Further efforts to quantify the differences
betweenn the original and post operative c o n t o u r does not lead to a better
understandingg of the quality of the reconstruction. This visual method has shown that
thee modeling and osteotomy jig system is an effective method of jaw reconstruction
whichh gives a good result.

Afterr modeling, the fibular bone segments have to be fixed to one another and to the
remainingg mandibular stumps. This can be done by means of a reconstruction plate
orr miniplates. It is preferable to keep the amount of osteosynthesis material used in
thiss procedure to a minimum thus minimizing the risk of compromising the periosteal
bloodd circulation of the fibula segments from the pressure of osteosynthesis material
onn the periosteum. Titanium miniplates are currently the 'gold standard' and are
compatiblee with the modeling and osteotomy jig system. However, it is known that in
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almostt all cases of mandibular reconstruction an interosseous wire technique will
alsoo lead to consolidation of the fibula osteotomies. This gives the opportunity to
exploree other methods of fixation. Research into simplifying the method of fixation
wass carried out.
Inn Chapter 5 bonestaples made of a nickel titanium alloy are presented as an alternative
too conventional fixation in mandibular reconstruction with a free vascularised fibula graft.
Inn order to evaluate its stability relative to conventional methods of fixation with
interosseouss wires or miniplates, an in vitro model using beech dowels was developed.
Torsionall stiffness and strength as well as compression stiffness and strength was examined.
Thee compression-test results showed that maximum strength of interosseous wires is
significantlyy less than memory staples, which in turn are weaker than titanium
miniplates.. Of these 3 methods, miniplates are significantly the most rigid form of
fixation. .
Thee value of torsional strength of plates at 35 of rotation is approximately twice as
highh as the torsional strength of staples. The difference in the rigidity of staples and
platess is marginal. Interosseous wires show a rapid decrease of strength and rigidity
duringg torsional stress.
Whenn considering interosseous wires the least and miniplates the most stable form
off fixation by which bone healing can occur, memory staples can provide enough
stabilityy to assure consolidation.
Inn Chapter 6 a prototype of a variant of the interosseous wire technique is described.
Thee wire compression plate system is made up of thick monofilament steel wire and
wiree compression plates. The wire is passed through the intramedullary space via drill
holess in the segments which are to be joined together. Fixation is achieved by advancing
wiree compression plates bilaterally over the wires, then tightening the wire, thus
deformingg the plates and clamping them to the wire. The wire compression plate
systemm exercises less pressure on the periosteum than the interosseous wire technique
andd is easily applied when using the modeling and osteotomy jig system. Also this
systemm of wire fixation should be able to withstand better bending and torsion stresses.
Thee new compression plate system is compared with two commonly used techniques:
interosseouss wire fixation and titanium miniplates. An artificial fibula model was
developedd for these in vitro stress tests.
Thiss newly developed alternative did not prove successful. The resistance against the
forcess of torsion and bending was equal or less compared to the conventional
interosseouss wire technique. Several improvement were proposed
110 0
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Inn Hoofdstuk 1 worden de doelstellingen besproken en een kort historisch overzicht
gegevenn van mandibulareconstructies. Het doel van de reconstructie van een mandibula
defectt is het herstel van vorm en functie. Indien hiervoor een vrij-gevasculariseerd
fibulatransplantaatt wordt gebruikt, is het noodzakelijk deze te verdelen in segmenten.
Voorr het herstellen van de oorspronkelijke contour van de mandibula is het optimaal
modellerenn en adequaat fixeren van deze fibulasegmenten nodig.

Inn het begin van de twintigste eeuw maakten de meest gangbare methoden voor
mandibulareconstructiee gebruik van een tibiasegment, periostale strips van de tibia of
eenn gesteelde mandibulalap. Gedurende de tweede wereldoorlog werden spongieuze
bottransplantatenn geïntroduceerd al dan niet in combinatie met metalen of synthetische
gazenbakjes.. Het gebruik van het niet-gevasculariseerde ileumtransplantaat was tot in
dee jaren zeventig de standaardmethode voor het herstel van mandibuladefecten. In de
jarenn tachtig werden diverse gesteelde bot-spierlappen voor kaakreconstructies
ontwikkeld.. In diezelfde periode werden de vrij-gevasculariseerde transplantaten
geïntroduceerd.. Aanvankelijk waren de meest gebruikte donorlocaties de distale radius,
dee scapula en het os ileum. In 1989 beschreef Hidalgo voor het eerst het gebruik van de
fibulaa voor mandibulareconstructies. Deze fibulalap werd in korte tijd de lap van eerste
keuze,, met name voor de anterieure reconstructies.
Tenn einde de parabolische vorm van de mandibula te reconstrueren moet de fibula in
segmentenn worden verdeeld met gebruikmaking van de gesloten wigosteotomie techniek.
Uitt de literatuur blijkt, dat het verkrijgen van een goed contour herstel niet vanzelf sprekend
iss en dat veelvuldig secundaire ingrepen noodzakelijk zijn om een acceptabele contour
tee verkrijgen. In de loop van de jaren zijn diverse publicaties verschenen over wat de
bestee methode is om de contour van de onderkaak te modelleren.
Geenn van deze publicaties hebben echter geleid tot een methode, systeem of
instrumentt voorde reconstructie van de mandibula, dat universeel toepasbaar is. Om
dee vraag te beantwoorden hoe een mandibula zo accuraat mogelijk te reconstrueren,
mett behoud van de bloedvoorziening van de fibulasegmenten hebben we de, in
Hoofdstukk 2, beschreven studie uitgevoerd.
Dee voorkeur bestaat om het aantal osteotomieën beperkt te houden ten einde de
segmentalee periostale circulatie niet te veel te verstoren en de operatieduur beperkt
tee houden. Door het kleine aantal osteotomieën zal er een hoekige contour ontstaan.
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Hett doel van deze studie is om na te gaan waar en in welke mate over-, dan wel
ondercorrectiee zal ontstaan. Als uitgangssituatie wordt een subtotale reconstructie
vann ramus naar ramus genomen met maximaal 5 botsegmenten en 4 osteotomieën.
Dee studie is verricht op 30 gepreserveerde kaken.
Dee contour van de kaak is overgenomen op kalkpapier en onderverdeeld in 5
lijnstukkenn (ramus-body-symphyse-body-ramus of R-B-S-B-R). Door het afsnijden van
dee bocht in de orginele kaakomtrek zal de laterale zijde versmallen en de kin
verbreden.. Dit gaat tevens gepaard met een verplaatsing (displacement) van de kin.
O mm een zo nauwkeurig mogelijke kopie van de orginele omtrek te verkrijgen moeten
beidee afwijkingen zo klein mogelijk gehouden worden. De mate van onderprojectie
enn overprojectie worden berekend voor een verplaatsing van de kin van 1.0,1.5, 2.5,
5.0,, 7.5 en 10 mm. De meest nauwkeurige reconstructie van de kaakcontour wordt
verkregenn met een verplaatsing van 1.5 of 2.5 mm. Om de periostale circulatie te
behoudenn moet de minimale breedte van de botsegmenten 15 mm of meer bedragen.
Ditt geldt met name voor het symphyse deel. Uitgaande van een fibula dikte van 14
mmm wordt de binnenlengte van het symphyse deel berekend. Bij een verplaatsing
vann 1.5 mm is de gemiddelde binnenlengte van het botsegment 14.8 mm met een
spreidingg van 9.9 tot 23.0 mm. Derhalve wordt de voorkeur gegeven aan de verplaatsing
vann 2.5 mm met een gemiddelde binnenlengte 16.4 mm en een spreiding van 11.9 tot
24.88 mm. Het verlies aan laterale projectie is minimaal (5.8) en de uiteindelijke kin
breedtee is acceptabel (gemiddeld 35.0 mm).
Concluderendd willen wij stellen, dat met een beperkt aantal osteotomieën een
acceptabell contourherstel kan worden verkregen in geval van een subtotale
reconstructiee (R-B-S-B-R). De botlengte van het symphysaire deel blijft binnen een
veiligee marge. Is het defect beperkter in omvang, dan is het resultaat van het contourherstell nog nauwkeuriger.

Tenn einde de complexe 3-D curve van de mandibula te reconstrueren is het noodzakelijk
meerderee osteotomieën te verrichten. Voor het bepalen van de plaats en de hoek
waaronderr deze osteotomieën worden verricht zijn diverse oplossingen bedacht, echter
inn de praktijk gebeurt het veelal met het "timmermansoog".
Inn hoofdstuk 2 tonen wij aan, dat het mogelijk is een adequate contour te reconstrueren
mett een beperkt aantal osteotomieën.
Aann de hand van deze gegevens is een pas-en zaagmalsysteem ontworpen dat
beschrevenn wordt in Hoofdstuk 3.
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Dee pasma! dient om de "vertaalslag" te maken van de gebogen contour van de
mandibulaa naarde hoekige contour van de reconstructie. De in de pasmal opgeslagen
informatiee van hoeken en lengtes wordt overgezet in een zaagmal. De fibula (nog
verbondenn met het been door de vaatsteel) wordt in de zaagmal gefixeerd waarna de
osteotomieënn en de fixatie van de segmenten nu in één procedure op de ingestelde
plaatsenn worden gerealiseerd. Hiermee wordt een optimaal botvlakcontact ter plaatse
vann de osteotomieën verkregen. Na fixatie van de botsegmenten wordt de fibula uit
dee mal verwijderd en de vaatsteel doorgenomen. De neomandibula kan nu aan de
resterendee mandibuladelen gefixeerd worden.
Err is weinig bekend over de resultaten van contourherstel van de mandibula na
reconstructiee met vrij gevasculariseerde fibulatransplantaten.
Hett doel van de in Hoofdstuk 4 beschreven kadaverstudie, is het bepalen van de kwaliteit
vann de met het pas-en zaagmal systeem verrichte mandibulareconstructies.
Bijj acht kadaverhoofden is hiervoor een standaard anterieur mandibuladefect gecreëerd.
Voorr en na reconstructie zijn de kadaverhoofden met behulpvan CT scans vastgelegd.
Dee verkregen CT beelden van de kaken zijn softwarematig gematched om vergelijking
vann de 3-D vorm voor en na reconstructie mogelijk te maken. Hiervoor zijn de voor
enn na reconstructiebeelden van de kaken over elkaar heen geplaatst en in driekwart
projectiee afgedrukt.
Tevenss worden op axiale, 2-D coupes van de gematchde CT beelden de oorspronkelijke,
dee gereconstrueerde en een theoretisch "optimale" reconstructies vergeleken. Het vlak
vann de axiale coupe wordt bepaald op de laterale projectie van de mandibula nadat de
kaakk in een standaardpositie is geplaatst. Het vlak loopt door de kinpunt met de meest
antero-caudalee projectie.
Bijj zeven van de acht reconstructies worden goede resultaten bereikt. Ten opzichte
vann de theoretisch optimale reconstructie is er slechts een beperkte onderprojectie
vann het symphyse segment.
Wijj concluderen, dat 3-D afbeeldingen van de gematchde CT scans in combinatie met
2-DD afbeeldingen van axiale coupes met daarin de oorspronkelijke kaakcontour de meest
zinvollee wijze is voor het beoordelen van kwaliteit van kaakreconstructies. Het
quantificerenn van de gevonden verschillen zal niet leiden tot een beter inzicht in de
kwaliteitvann de kaakreconstructies.
Mett deze visuele methode blijkt, dat de reconstructies van de kaak met het pas- en
zaagmall systeem een adequate methode is met een zeer acceptabel resultaat.
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Naa het modelleren, moeten de fibulasegmenten onderling en aan de resterende
kaakstompenn bevestigd worden. Dit kan door middel van een reconstructieplaat of
miniplaatjes.. Om het risico van compressie van de periostale circulatie zo veel mogelijk
tee verkleinen heeft het de voorkeur om de hoeveelheid osteosynthese materiaal zo
beperktt mogelijk te houden, Titanium miniplaatjes zijn tegenwoordig de gouden
standaardd en zijn compatibel met het pas en zaagmal systeem. Echter, uit de literatuur
iss ook bekend, dat bij vrijwel alle mandibula reconstructies die verricht zijn met
cerclagedradenn er een consolidatie optreedt van de fibula osteotomieën. Dit biedt de
mogelijkheidd andere vormen van fixatie te evalueren.
Inn Hoofdstuk 5 worden nikkel-titanium botstapies geintroduceerd als een alternatief
fixatiemateriaall bij mandibula reconstructies met een vrij-gevasculariseerd fibula
transplantaat. .
Omm de bruikbaarheid van deze vorm van fixatie te beoordelen is deze vergeleken met
tweee andere gangbare technieken. Ineen in-vitrofibulamodel van beu kenhout worden
dee relatieve sterkte en stijfheid bij compressie en torsiebelasting van deze memory
stapless vergeleken met die van staaldraadcerclages en titanium 2.0osteosyntheseplaatjes.
Bijj de compressietesten blijkt, dat de cerclages significant zwakker zijn dan de memory
staples,, die op hun beurt weer zwakker zijn dan de miniplaatjes. De stijfheid van de
titaniumm plaatjes is duidelijk het grootst.
Bijj de torsieproeven blijkt, dat bij

e de torsiesterkte van titanium plaatjes twee

maall zo groot is dan die van de memory staples. Het verschil in stijfheid tussen de
plaatjess en de staples is marginaal. De cerclages vertonen een snelle afname in sterkte
enn stijfheid bij torsiebelasting.
Alss men er van uitgaat, dat de (titanium) miniplaatjes en de cerclages de uitersten
voorstellenn van f ixatiemethodes waarbij een goede botgenezing verwacht mag worden,
dann geven de memory staples voldoende stevigheid om een goede consolidatie te
bewerkstelligen. .
Inn Hoofdstuk 6 wordt een prototype van een variant op de cerclagetechniek beschreven.
Ditt draadklem fixatie systeem bestaat uit een dikke monofilament staaldraad, die via
eenn boorgaatje in de te verbinden botdelen via de intramedullaire ruimte wordt
gevoerd.. Fixatie vindt plaats door aan beide zijden een klemplaatje over de draad
uiteindenn op te schuiven en na het opspannen van de draad te deformeren en
zodoendee vast te klemmen.
Hett draadklem fixatie systeem geeft minder compressie op het periosteum dan de
conventionelee cerclagetechniek en is gemakkelijk toepasbaar bij het pas-zaagmal116 6
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systeem.. De verwachting is tevens, dat dit draadklemfixatie systeem beter bestand is
tegenn buig- en torsiebelasting.
Omm de bruikbaarheid van deze vorm van fixatie te beoordelen is hetdraadkiem fixatie
systeemm vergeleken met twee andere gangbare technieken: staaldraad cerclages en
titaniumm plaatosteosynthese. Een kunststof fibulamodel is gebruikt voor de in-vitro
belastingstesten. .
Hett alternatieve fixatie systeem is niet succesvol gebleken. De sterkte van de nieuwe
draadklemm verbinding is min of meer gelijk aan die van conventionele cerclages bij
buigbelastingg en aanzienlijk zwakker bij torsiebelasting.
Diversee verbeteringen worden voorgesteld.
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Proefschriftenn ontstaan niet vanzelf en worden nooit door één persoon gemaakt. Dit
geldtt dus ook voor dit proefschrift. Vele personen hebben mij bij de tot standkoming
vann dit boekje geholpen met ideeën, het ontwerpen en maken van instrumentarium,
hett uitvoeren van de experimenten, schrijven en vertalen van teksten, commentaar
enn kritiek etc, etc...
Eenn aantal personen wil ik graag met name noemen.

Alss eerste wil ik mijn dank uitspreken aan Pieter Spierings. Pieter, zonder jouw
inspanningg was dit allemaal niet zo gelopen. Toen ik voor het eerst bij je kwam met
eenn handvol houten fröbels (het eerste prototype pas- zaagmal) was de reactie op
mijnn vraag of je mee kon helpen dit "ding" verder te ontwikkelen nogal gereserveerd.
"ikk doe in grote botten" was het enige wat ik te horen kreeg. Na enige maanden kreeg
ikk een telefoontje dat ik toch maar weer eens langs moest komen om verder te praten,
hetgeenn nog vele malen in langdurige en zeer genoeglijke sessies plaatsvond.
Prof.. Dr. C.M.A.M. van der Horst. Beste Chantal, ik wil je bedanken voor het vertrouwen
enn de vrijheid die je me hebt gegeven bij het schrijven van dit proefschrift.
Dr.. F. H.M. Kroon. Beste Frans, vele, vele uren brachten we samen door op de OK's
vann AMC en AvL met boren, zagen, schaven aan kaken en fibula's. Ik bewonder je rust
enn toewijding, maar ook de wijze waarop je mij met dit werk hebt begeleid.
Prof.. Dr. K.E. Bos. Beste Kurt, het volgende staat mij nog levendig voor de geest: 's
avondss laat, na al vele uren op de OK in het AvL te hebben doorgebracht zaten we te
wachtenn op het modelleren van de fibula, toen je in frustratie uitriep: "Simon verzin
watt !" Dat waren de woorden waarmee het hele pas-zaagmatproject is begonnen.
Dankk voor de gelegenheid die je me hebt geboden om de opleiding tot plastisch
chirurgg in het AMC te volgen, (en vooral geen pogingen hebt ondernomen iets te
doenn aan een bepaalde mate van eigenwijsheid mijnerzijds).
Dee promotiecommissie (Prof. Dr. C.N. van Dijk, Prof. Dr. W.J. Fokkens, Prof. Dr. ir.
CA.. Grimbergen, Dr. M. Maas, Prof. Dr. J.L.N. Roodenburg, Dr. A.H. Schuurman) wil
ikk graag bedanken voor het kritisch doorlezen van het manuscript.
Bestee Wim (Schreurs), ik prijs mij gelukkig met het feit, dat jij de enige instrumentmaker
bentt met een plastisch chirurg in dienst. Ik hoop, dat we nog lang samen mogen
knutselenn aan de polsenfrees machine, de vaatfixatie, Bone-Fix-Foil etc, etc.
Bestee Bertus (Hendriks), na Pieter was jij de andere "meester" die mij met het
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ontwikkelenn van de pas-zaagmal hebt geholpen. Je maakte het prototype, dat na 30
kaakreconstructiess nog steeds goed werkt!
Bestee MTO-ers, bemanning van de leukste afdeling van het AMC {na de plastische
natuurlijk),, dank voor de vele genoeglijke uren die ik nog steeds bij jullie mag
doorbrengenn en voor de vele "kleine" klusjes die jullie voor mij opknapten.
Marcell (van Straten), segmentatie-, matching- en rendering-artiest, geen hoofdstuk 4
zonderr jouw kunsten. Veel succes met jouw eigen boekje ! (ik zet trouwens in op 3
maartt 2005).
Prof.. Dr.J. Strackee. Beste jan, zonder jou geen tempo en zeker geen "27 oktober". Je
wass voor mij de eerste leescomissie.
Martinn (Paulus), of het nu vóór of na zessen is, je scant maar door! Je zag twee maal
zevenn bruine en één groene neus voorbijkomen in je vrije tijd.
Daphnee Lees, Heel veel dank bij het vertalen van het manuscript.
Ikk dank Inge Kos voor de vele illustraties en de fraaie cover en Chris Bor voor de
strakkee opmaak van dit boekje.
Siegerr (Leenstra) en Petra (Koster) ik prijs me gelukkig, dat jullie mij bij deze promotie
terzijdee willen staan als paranymph.

Nééééééé Ria, het zal druk blijven!
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Curriculumm Vitae
Simonn Dante Strackee werd op 4 juli 1957 geboren te Amsterdam. Kort daarop verhuisde
dee familie naar De Bilt. Het lager en middelbaar onderwijs (VWO-B) werd gevolgd op
dee Werkplaats Kindergemeenschap te Bilthoven. In de zomer van 1975 startte hij met
dee studie Geneeskunde aan de Rijks Universiteit G r o n i n g e n . De senior-coassistentschappenn werden doorlopen in de Deventer Ziekenhuizen. Na het behalen
vann het artsdiploma op 31 januari 1985 volgde een lange reeks artsassistentschappen
niet-in-opleidingg in diverse ziekenhuizen (Keuringsarts-Rode Kruis Bloedbank, Deventer,
Arts-assistentt Interne Geneeskunde-Deventer Ziekenhuizen, Arts-assistent ChirurgieSt.. Elisabeth Ziekenhuis, Amersfoort, Arts-assistent Chirurgie-Diakonessenhuis, Utrecht.
Arts-assistentt Plastische- en Reconstructieve Chirurgie-Academisch Ziekenhuis
Rotterdamm Sophia/Dijkzigt ("op zicht"), Arts-assistent Chirurgie-Diakonessenhuis,
Utrechtt (weer terug), Arts-assistent Plastische-, Reconstructieve-en HandchirurgieAcademischh Medisch Centrum, Amsterdam).
Inn de laatste instelling kreeg hij eindelijk de fel begeerde toezegging voor de opleiding
tott plastisch chirurg van de toenmalige opleider Prof. Dr. K.E. Bos.
Dee basisopleiding heelkunde werd (weer) afgelegd in het Reinier de Graaf Gasthuis
tee Delft (opleider Dr. W.B.J. Jansen). Van 1 oktober 1994 tot 1 oktober 1997 werd de
opleidingg Plastische-, Reconstructieve-en Handchirurgie in Academisch Medisch
Centrumm te Amsterdam doorlopen. Na zijn opleiding startte hij als plastisch chirurg
opp dezelfde afdeling. Ruim twee jaar (01 september 1999 tot 31 december 2001) was hij
tevenss op parttime basis werkzaam als plastisch chirurg en buitengewoon staflid in
hett Onze Lieve Vrouwe Gasthuis te Amsterdam.
Inn het AMC houdt hij zich tegenwoordig voornamelijk bezig met de behandeling van
patiëntenn met hand- en polsproblematiek. Daarnaast is hij chef-de-poliklinique en
waarnemendd opleider.
Simonn Strackee is gehuwd met Ria de Visser en samen hebben zij twee kinderen
(Rutgerr en Karlijn).
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Stellingen n
behorendebehorende bij het proefschrift " Mandibular reconstruction revisited; on modeling
andand fixation techniques of the fibular free flap"
Simonn D. Strackee

Hett is mogelijk een bilateraal subcondylair defect van de onderkaak adequaat te
reconstrueren,, uitgaande van vijf fibula botsegmenten en vier osteotomielocaties. {dit
proefschrift) )
Opp basis van een model met vijf fibula botsegmenten is het mogelijk een pas-en
zaagmalsyteemm te ontwikkelen waarmee op betrouwbare wijze de fibula
osteotomieënn kunnen worden verricht, (dit proefschrift)
Dee fixatie van de fibula botsegmenten kan op adequate wijze geschieden met
memoryy staples, (dit proefschrift)
Dee evaluatie van het eindresultaat, de neomandibula, kan het best geschieden met
gematchtee 3-D CT-scans van vóór en na reconstructie die over elkaar heen worden
geprojecteerd,, (dit proefschrift)
Bijtenn doe je met je kuit en kauwen met je heup.
Hett aantal complicaties bij de conventionele fixatietechnieken bij de hoofd-hals
reconstructiess is hoog, maar heeft maar sporadisch geleid tot pogingen een alternatief
tee ontwikkelen.
Academischee ziekenhuizen die zeggen hand-en polschirurg ie, traumatologie en
orthopediee op academisch niveau te willen bedrijven zonder een medisch technische
ontwikkelingsafdeling,, zijn niet geloofwaardig.
Sanerenn dmv geruchten blijkt ook in de zorgsector een uiterst effectief management
middel. .
Hett feit, dat Macintosh bezitters altijd PC gebruikers willen bekeren, getuigt van een
irrieell optimisme.
Inn osteosynthese land zijn de hoekstabiele plaat/schroefverbindingen dé uitvinding
vann de eeuw.
Hett feit, dat in de literatuur een bepaalde vraag niet kan worden gevonden, betekent
nogg niet dat die vraag niet bestaat.
Hett is tekenend voor de situatie in de zorgsector, dat je bij het instappen in de lift van
hett AMC niet weet of je naar boven of beneden zult gaan.
Err is geen excuus voor het niet noemen van de echtgeno(o)t(e) in de dankbetuiging
vann een proefschrift.

